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ABSTRACT

While in college, students seek to discern their life vocation (calling) amidst the
busyness and clutter of their daily lives. Students’ time is richly filled with classes,
activities, leadership opportunities, relationships, cross-cultural experiences, family life,
ministry, and service, allowing little space for reflection and listening to God. At this
pivotal time in their spiritual and emotional development, students often lack intentional
contemplative spiritual practices and a framework for utilizing the input of their
community as they discover how to integrate who they are, what they’ve experienced,
and what they believe and value. Although they are prepared upon graduation to find a
job and enter the workforce, many do not have a clear sense of their calling or possess the
tools to help them in the discernment process. Students leave college with a contribution
to make to the world, but they are not always prepared to live abundantly as they lead and
serve in God’s world.
To address this issue, a model for Christian college students that utilizes
contemplative reflection for vocational discernment will be designed. This model is based
on the premise that calling flows out of spiritual formation. This model of vocational
discernment includes the foundational elements of spiritual formation, spiritual
disciplines, vocation and calling, community, leadership, and personal story.
It proposes a threefold approach of practicing contemplative Christian disciplines,
which encourage listening to God; a solitude and reflection retreat to process and
understand one’s life story; and a spiritual discernment group of peers to listen to God in
one another’s lives. These intentional means of reflection and interaction give students
the opportunity to thoughtfully consider their own desires along with the needs of the
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world. This model has the potential to assist students in discerning their vocation so they
will be better equipped and empowered to live and serve others in the world for the sake
of the Kingdom.

1
SECTION 1
THE PROBLEM

As a Christian college student on a state university campus in the late 1970s, I and
friends in my Christian group regularly talked about what we should and would do with
our lives. The conversation often revolved around academic majors, who to date, or job
possibilities after graduation. Sometimes, as Christians, we would move on to the deeper
issues of God’s calling, fitting into the Kingdom of God, and serving in society and the
world. I was involved with a campus fellowship that encouraged me to believe that God
was as pleased with Christians who were teachers, business people, or social workers as
with those who chose to be full-time pastors or missionaries. Because of this influence, I
was fortunate to have confidence that the job I would eventually end up in was not the
only important thing nor would it necessarily define me as a Christian. Indeed, I could
serve God wherever, doing whatever. The challenge was figuring out what was optimal.
Thinking about economics, giftedness, training, and heart while trying to hear God was
often frustrating and confusing. Considering the practical and the spiritual at the same
time was not easy for me.
For some, the future and their calling were very clear. They knew what they
wanted and were confident God had called them to teach, study medicine or law, or be a
pastor. They seemed to struggle little and appeared to have confidently figured out their
future. Perhaps it was clear to them, or maybe they had not thought deeply about it.
We would sometimes worry about “missing the will of God” or “choosing
wrongly,” as though God’s will was a bulls-eye on a target or a narrow path amidst many
roads. We thought if we missed the center or stepped off ever so slightly, we were
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doomed and could never recover. We eagerly read books that promised to tell us—or at
least hint at—what God wanted. Or sometimes we read books that seemed to justify what
we already knew we wanted to do. Found: God’s Will1 sounds like a book in which the
answer is found between the covers. Decision Making and the Will of God2 promises a
biblical approach. Although these resources did offer some insights, they did not provide
the blueprint we were looking for in our lives.

Discerning Vocation (calling)
For the past thirty years, I have been working with students on Christian college
campuses. The issues and conversations, though nuanced slightly, remain the same.
While changes have occurred in technology, language, style, and culture, Christian
students are still asking what academic area to study, who to marry, and which job to
pursue as they ponder the will of God for their lives. The language of “calling” has
arrived for all Christian college students, not only for those planning to enter full-time
vocational ministry. Everyone seems to be asking, “What is God calling me to?” And
they still worry about missing the will of God, doing the wrong thing, or disappointing
someone they love.
Many students in their junior year begin to talk about what will come next.
Though that pathway may have looked clear coming into college as a freshman, it now
feels obscured to upperclassmen who have changed since starting college. Because of
their new experiences during college, students’ eyes may have been opened to injustices
or to the economic and spiritual needs in the world. They may have discovered they
1
2

John MacArthur, Found: God’s Will, Rev. ed. (Wheaton, Ill.: Victor Books, 1977).

Garry Friesen and Robin J. Maxon, Decision Making and the Will of God, Classic Critical Concern
(Portland, Ore.: Multnomah Publishers, 1980).
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really don’t like chemistry, or they now have a passion for education, the church, or the
urban poor and the rebuilding of communities. Their eyes, minds, and hearts have been
opened to more options than they knew existed before entering college.
Even with a down economy, most American college students today could pursue
multiple opportunities upon graduation. This generation of college students will
encounter fewer gender and racial workplace barriers than at any other time in history.
Women are in positions of prominence, and the citizens of the U.S. have elected an
African-American president. Travel is commonplace. Students have not only read more
about the world, but they also have seen and experienced more of it than college students
of previous generations. Technology facilitates unlimited communication access to one
another. Massive amounts of information are literally at their fingertips. Their choices
and opportunities are endless. The information overload and the privilege of choice can
be paralyzing as they consider vocation and attempt to narrow their personal and
professional opportunities. Today’s students are privileged to have both knowledge and
experience. While this is a great combination, it comes with responsibility and
complexity. The challenge for students is to connect knowledge and experience as they
consider what they will do with what they know.
As a pastor on a college campus, I spend hours listening to and talking with
students who are perplexed, anxious, and frustrated about the future and the next step to
pursue. These are usually good students who have studied well, taken advantage of cocurricular opportunities, and truly desire to serve God and others in the world.
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Busyness
Many college students are weighed down with busyness. Whether busyness is
perceived or real, they often rush from one activity or task to another, talking on their
phones as they go. Whether they are afraid to miss out on something, not skilled at saying
“no,” derive their value or identity from being busy, or just enjoy everything around
them, many have little familiarity with being still or using quiet to listen. Technology also
serves as a distraction to students as they text while walking and Facebook while writing
papers.

Lack of Contemplative Spiritual Practices
Most Christian college students desire at some level to love, serve, and obey God.
Some are perplexed or frustrated as they feel a need to unlock the mystery or crack the
code of what God wants. Amidst the distractions surrounding them, many students have
not been trained in reflection or challenged to listen to God through spiritual disciplines.
It is more likely they will pursue and listen to parents and friends through texts, calls, or
conversations to find answers and make decisions. A core trait of the millennial
generation is “special.”3 It is likely they have experienced feeling they are the center of a
parent’s world. As a result, students may be accustomed to parents who “fix” things for
them or dictate answers when they have questions. Though these students may be
considered privileged and coddled, they also care about issues of justice in the world and
want it to be a better place. Tim Elmore labels them as ironically “self-absorbed … yet

3

Neil Howe and William Strauss, Millennials Go to College: Strategies for a New Generation on
Campus: Recruiting and Admissions, Campus Life, and the Classroom, 2d ed. (Great Falls, Va.: LifeCourse
Associates, 2007), 59.
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generous.”4 Millennials spend more on themselves than Generation X or Baby Boomers
did, yet they give away their money at a faster pace. They love giving and helping others
once their own needs are met.
According to the 2010 College Senior Survey, most students attending Christian
colleges that are part of the Council of Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU) pray.
Only 20.7 percent of the students self-reported that they spend no time in prayer each
week. Northwestern College’s percentage is even lower, with only 2.7 percent saying
they spend no time in prayer. While these self-reported numbers appear positive, informal
research suggests that though most value prayer, it is more common for students to talk to
God in prayer than to listen to God.5 Instead of listening for God’s direction, students
tend only to make their needs known to God. They are eager to find an immediate and
clear answer to a particular current dilemma or question rather than waiting upon God for
answers. Ben Patterson contends that spiritual growth comes from waiting and argues,
“At least as important as what you are waiting for, is what God desires to teach you while
you wait.”6 It is common for students—or any Christians—to focus on the end result and
forget that there is both joy and learning in the journey.

Lack of Intentional Spiritual Community
Community is valued and time alone is rare for college students. They live in
residence halls or apartments and have at least one roommate. They share bedrooms,
4

Tim Elmore, “A Generation of Paradox,” http://www.growingleaders.com/index.php/articles/122.html
(accessed September 15, 2011).
5

“College Senior Survey,” ed. Northwestern College Assessment Committee (Orange City, Iowa:
Northwestern College, 2010).
6

Ben Patterson, Waiting: Finding Hope When God Seems Silent (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press,
1989), 12.
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bathrooms, tables in the cafeteria, and space in classrooms and around campus. Being
with others all the time becomes a way of life. Even an introvert who would like more
space learns to adjust to having others in close proximity. Living in community has
wonderful benefits as students learn how to understand, appreciate, and navigate the
strengths, weaknesses, and differences of those around them. Peers become significant
voices in each other’s lives when they discuss matters of value and importance. However,
because students do not always have the maturity to be able to initiate conversations of
spiritual and emotional depth, they may settle for just being together. Some become so
accustomed to being in community that they are unfamiliar with or fearful of being alone.
If one wishes to think, listen, and reflect alone, one must be intentional and sometimes
countercultural in this society of activity and noise.
Some students are fortunate to have good mentors, friends, and family members
who spend countless hours discussing vocation and calling with them. Others who may
not have sought out mentorship from professors, staff, pastors, or peers are left to piece
things together by themselves. Some have a rich faith heritage and practice to guide
them; others are less experienced in their faith journey.

Conclusion
This project attempts to address this problem: While in college, Christian students
often find it difficult to discern their life vocation (calling) amidst the busyness and
clutter of their full lives. At this pivotal time in their spiritual and emotional development,
they often lack intentional contemplative spiritual practices and wise spiritual community
to assist them in connecting who they are with what they are experiencing in a
meaningful way. Although they are prepared upon graduation to find a job and enter the
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workforce, many students do not have a clear sense of their vocation or possess the tools
to help them in the discerning process. They leave college with a contribution to make to
the world but may not be adequately prepared to listen well to God’s voice in order to
live abundantly as they lead and serve in God’s world.

SECTION 2
OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

There are various programs and offices on college campuses as well as off
campus experiences that contribute to helping students discern their vocation and calling.
While these play an important role in the lives of some students while in college, they are
limited in their in scope.

Career Development
Career development offices in colleges have greatly assisted students in choosing
careers to pursue and academic majors to prepare them for those careers. They offer
assessments and inventories to match students’ interests, aptitudes and personalities with
particular jobs or careers. The instruments are valuable because they reveal insights to
students about themselves and can be a starting point for dialogue with career center
professionals about potential career paths and working environments. Tying the results of
these instruments to vocation and calling in the lives of students is really the job of the
test interpreter as they interact with the student. Many career center professionals,
however—even at Christian colleges—are not accustomed to asking key questions that
link career with calling.
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Career development services also include equipping students with job-seeking
skills such as resume writing and interviewing. Because most career development offices
define vocation as “job” or “career,” there is usually little emphasis on integrating
spiritual practices or listening to God into the process. Though most Christian college
career professionals would certainly acknowledge God’s power and presence as they
encourage graduates to be a witness for God in whatever jobs or careers they pursue,
actively seeking God’s voice is unlikely to be an integral part of their services.

Academic Advising
Academic advising, in some form, is available at every institution of higher
education. Special advisers are often assigned to those who have not yet selected an
academic area of study. These advisers usually have expertise in helping students think
about and explore a variety of areas while making sure they don’t “waste” academic
credits. Generally, they spend time looking at program and course options with the
student.
After a major area of study is declared, students are usually assigned to advisers
in the appropriate discipline. As faculty advise the “majors” in their fields, their primary
job is to ensure that credit requirements are met and students are challenged in ways that
will prepare them well for a chosen career or graduate school. Students may be
encouraged to explore and better understand calling only if they are assigned an adviser
who both values the exploration of calling and develops a close mentoring relationship
with student advisees.
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Experiential Learning
Students sometimes use experiences to test how something feels or works.
Internships, study abroad experiences, and mission/service trips all give students
opportunities to enact what they’ve learned in a new context. In some cases, it connects
knowledge with experience in a way that opens a student’s mind and heart to something
not considered before.
Some find that taking a year off from college—a year specifically dedicated to
service—gives them the needed space and experience to listen and pursue a particular
avenue. “Mission Year,” developed by Bart Campolo, is a popular option for Christian
college students.7 This program places students in an urban environment where they live
in community and immerse themselves in community development and social justice
issues by loving those in their neighborhoods. While it is often a life-changing
experience, the program affects small numbers of students due to limited available spaces
and the high time and financial commitments.
Other students have spent one to two years after college as AmeriCorps
volunteers for faith-based organizations.8 This practical work experience with an
underserved population in a culture other than their own gives students valuable insights
about the world and their own lives. Again, the time and financial commitments are high.

Church
The Church has been influential in the lives of many Christian college students. It
is often the place where they have been nurtured and loved during their formative years.
7
8

Mission Year, www.missionyear.org (accessed September 15, 2011).
Americorps, www.americorps.gov (accessed September 15, 2011).
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For those who attend a local church during their college years, it can contribute to their
spiritual lives through weekly worship, Sunday school classes, and special activities for
college students. Though there are occasions when influential relationships form between
church members and students that result in personal conversation regarding life calling,
this is rarely a focus for churches—especially with young people who are not members or
regular attenders.
Though not widely known or used, Vantage Point3 offers an excellent resource
focused on calling and leadership that churches can use to identify emerging leaders.9
This curriculum takes participants through a process of self-reflection and moves into
involvement and leadership in ministry. Since the program is generally geared toward
working adults with more life experience and requires a significant time commitment,
college students rarely participate in this program.
A challenge for the Church is to attract college students and other young adults to
attend and be involved. Though teens are participating in spiritual activities during their
teen years, many disengage from active participation when in their 20s. Research by
Barna indicates that “six out of ten twentysomethings were involved in a church during
their teen years, but have failed to translate that into active spirituality during their early
adulthood.”10 This generation is unlikely to attend church just because they or their
parents have done so in the past. They demand to know the purpose behind each activity
and are willing to attend only if they see the church as being a meaningful part of their

9

Emerging Leaders: Biblical Foundations of Leadership, ed. Vantage Point3 (Hartford, S.Dak.: 2004).

10

“Most Twentysomethings Put Christianity on the Shelf Following Spiritually Active Teen Years,”
(September 11, 2006), http://www.barna.org/teens-next-gen-articles/147-most-twentysomethings-putchristianity-on-the-shelf-following-spiritually-active-teen-years.
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lives.11 Perhaps if churches were willing to address issues of calling and vocation,
students would be less inclined to drop out of church due to perceived irrelevance.
During college, as students search for meaning, they could benefit from the guidance the
Church can provide.

SECTION 3
THE THESIS

While each of these other proposed solutions has made some contribution to the
personal and spiritual development of students, the thesis of this paper involves bringing
together various historic elements of proven worth to form an integrated approach to
vocational discernment for Christian college students. This process makes use of
information gleaned through career development assessments, academic pursuits,
experiences, and faith background as students reflect on their life story. It also
acknowledges the place and influence of the community in discernment and then focuses
everything through the lens of spiritual formation and listening to God. The terms
vocation and calling are used interchangeably in this paper.

Spiritual Formation and Spiritual Disciplines
Just as we change and mature physically, emotionally, and intellectually, we are
also formed spiritually. As Christians, it follows that this spiritual formation involves
becoming more like Christ (2 Cor. 3:18). Dallas Willard refers to spiritual formation for
the Christian as “the Spirit-driven process of forming the inner world of the human self in

11

Sam S. Rainer, "Next Generation Needs," Leadership Journal 32, no. Summer 2011 (2011).
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such a way that it becomes like the inner being of Christ himself.”12 M. Robert
Mulholland Jr. describes spiritual formation as “a process of being conformed to the
image of Christ for the sake of others.”13 While spiritual formation is often thought to be
about one’s own personal growth and development, Mulholland reminds us that as we
reflect Christ, we will serve others and begin to consider their growth and well-being.
It is out of our spiritual formation that both our calling and our discernment of
calling flow. As we listen to the voice of God in our lives and in the world, we seek to
discern and respond to God’s call on our lives. While our spiritual formation and the
discerning of our calling is a lifelong process, the college years are a natural time to begin
to consider this question. College is a time when students make both academic and cocurricular choices that reflect their career interests and also the time when many of them
begin to own or revise the faith and values they’ve learned from their parents. During
college, students are exposed to a diversity of ideas and experiences that can open them
to the needs of the world and ignite within them a passion to serve.
God’s Work and Human Response
There are two competing, yet complementary, forces at work as we live our lives
as Christians and desire to grow in spiritual depth and insight. We are keenly aware that
spiritual and personal formation is a work of God. Yet, we also know that we are able to
respond to God’s work and to the Holy Spirit’s guidance and direction. Spiritual

12

Dallas Willard, Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of Christ (Colorado Springs, Colo.:
NavPress, 2002), 22.
13

M. Robert Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation (Downers Grove,
Ill.: InterVarsity, 1993), 12.
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formation includes God’s initiative and action and our own human personal response to
God and to the larger social and cultural environment around us.
Being conformed to the image of Christ, as Mulholland suggests, indicates that
we are not in control of the process, but rather it is God who actively shapes and molds us
to conform to Christ’s image.14 From before we were born, God was at work forming us
and knitting us together in our mothers’ wombs (Ps. 139:13). How we live and grow and
lead is not simply formulaic. God weaves together our unique circumstances,
personalities, experiences, strengths, and weaknesses to form us spiritually. Spiritual
formation is in many ways a work of grace, as God beautifully and mysteriously shapes
our lives.
While God is working in our lives, we respond to what God is doing. Though we
cannot control our own spiritual formation, there are responses and practices that may put
us in a position to better hear from and listen to God. The spiritual disciplines “open the
door,” as Richard Foster says, to equip us for a life of listening and obedience where God
transforms us.15 Henri Nouwen says in the spiritual life the word “discipline” means “the
effort to create some space in which God can act.”16 While spiritual disciplines are
difficult for many to practice, those who make the effort are somehow changed through
the process.

14

Ibid., 33.

15

Richard J. Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth, Rev. 1st ed. (San
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1988), 6.
16

Henri Nouwen, “Moving from Solitude to Community to Ministry,” Leadership Journal XVI, no. 2
(1995): 42.
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Personal Spiritual Formation for the Sake of Others
Spiritual formation is deeply personal in that we connect intimately with God.
While our families and environment influence us, we must at some point own our faith by
personally acknowledging our own humanity and trusting in the saving grace of Jesus. As
our relationship with God matures, we grow in knowledge and understanding of God,
tuning our hearts and minds to listen for and discern the voice of God.
However, our spiritual formation is not only about us and our own fulfillment.
Mulholland’s definition of spiritual formation includes “for the sake of others.”17 Jesus’
work on earth was not about him, but rather it was focused on the world being reconciled
to God. As we become more like Christ, God’s grace at work in us enables us to begin to
focus on others. God forms us not merely for our own pleasure, but rather so that we can
serve God through serving others. Though we often think of spiritual gifts as individual,
Scripture is clear that gifts are “given for the common good” (1 Cor. 12:7). We are also
reminded in Matthew 22:36-39 that the great commandments are to love God and our
neighbor. We cannot love God and then ignore the people and world of which Jesus
spoke.
This generation of Christian college students has a keen interest in justice issues
and serving others. As colleges are ranked by various agencies and organizations, one
area of evaluation is service. Washington Monthly rankings are determined in part by
answers to the question “What are colleges doing for the country?”18 Northwestern
College (NWC) in Orange City, Iowa, has experienced increased student interest in

17
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Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, 12.

Duane Beeson, “Washington Monthly Ranks NWC Third in Nation” review of Reviewed Item, no.
(2011), http://www.nwciowa.edu/news/press/3143/washington-monthly-ranks-nwc-third-in-nation.
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service as evidenced through involvement in short-term mission, advocacy of awareness
of issues such as hunger and poverty, and participation in other local and global service
opportunities. The number of hours of volunteer service by students rose from 14,500 in
the 2007-08 academic year to 30,219 in 2009-10.19 While some of this may be attributed
to better tracking of hours and to the addition of an AmeriCorps volunteer who promotes
volunteer opportunities for students, it is undeniable that students are increasingly
interested in and willing to serve others.
Christian college students will be the Christian leaders of tomorrow. As they
consider what it means to lead, they will do well to consider that leadership is not only
about meeting their own needs and concerns. Rather, it is also about those they lead and
the world they serve. “A servant leadership model helps equip and liberate others to
fulfill God’s purposes for them in the world.”20

Mind and Heart
Our mind and heart work together in our spiritual formation. As both come under
Christ’s lordship, we ideally live a non-compartmentalized and integrated life as we live
out our calling through our work. Paul’s statement in Galatians 2:20 that “it is no longer I
who live, but it is Christ who lives in me,” suggests that all important dimensions of life
are centered in, around, and through Christ. Knowledge, rational thought, feelings, and
intuition are all submitted to the prompting of the Holy Spirit.

19

Marlon Haverdink, “Student Volunteer Hours at NWC 2007-2010,” (Orange City, Iowa: Northwestern
College, 2011).
20

Stacy Rinehart, Upside Down: The Paradox of Servant Leadership (Colorado Springs, Colo.:
NavPress, 1998), 29.
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Engaging the mind through being a good student of Scripture, tradition, and the
world helps us make informed choices as responsible Christians. As connections and
relationships are understood in context, we become better able to affect systems and
make choices that impact the Kingdom. Knowledge and expertise may give us access to
situations that may otherwise be closed to our influence.
Alongside the knowledge and critical thinking of the mind, the heart gives feeling
and intuition to information and experience. The heart responds to what the mind knows
and sometimes to what the mind does not yet know. God may call us through the
promptings of our heart to people, places, and tasks that may not appear rational or
prudent.
Jesus and his disciples were not always practical or rational, and the Kingdom
Jesus spoke of often went against conventional wisdom and thought. The last were first
(Matt. 19:30) and those who desired to be great needed to be the servant of all (Mark
10:31). In reading through the Gospels, it becomes evident that God’s Kingdom
sometimes looks upside down from a human perspective.
Educators of Christian college students seek to equip students to think critically so
they can fully engage the world and make an impact through attention to knowledge and
appropriately employed skills. However, Christian college teachers also desire to ignite
passion and love within students that will motivate them to serve, work, and lead.

Solitude and Community
Spiritual formation occurs both in solitude and community. We need both our
own times of personal communion with God and times when we interact with, learn
from, and worship alongside others to form us in healthy ways.
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In solitude, we are faced with being real, direct, and honest before God. Without
the many distractions of people and technology, we can be in a better position to hear
God. Solitude also offers an opportunity for reflection. As we attempt to review what has
happened, who we are, and where we desire to be, insights occur for us to consider and
process. Dietrich Bonhoeffer warns, “Let him who cannot be alone beware of being in
community.”21 We need to be comfortable alone in the presence of God.
However, we are also called to be part of a community. Though we may be
comfortable in this individualistic culture, we cannot escape interactions with others.
These interactions form us and contribute to our discipleship. Donald Miller, author of
Blue Like Jazz, was told by his friend and pastor, Rick, that he could benefit from living
in community.
He said I should have people around bugging me and getting under my skin
because without people I could not grow—I could not grow in God, and I could
not grow as a human. We are born into families, he said, and we are needy at first
as children because God wants us together, living among one another, not hiding
ourselves under logs like fungus.22
Living in community reminds us that we are not the center of the universe and confirms
the value of interdependence.
Christian college students desire community. They long for and spend countless
hours in college cultivating significant relationships. They are highly interested in
bonding together in residence halls, small groups, coffee shops, and on road trips as they
learn one another’s stories while experiencing the challenge and support of friendship.
They are also eager to explore and practice their faith together through worship, small
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group Bible study, and mission. College students value input from and are influenced
greatly by their peers. Although meaningful relationships are critical to mature
development and self-reflection, constant relational stimulation keeps students from
learning how to be alone so they can reflect and listen to God.

Life Situations and Circumstances
We can never predict where life will take us or the situations in which we will
find ourselves. Loss and tragedy may enter our lives. Transitions may come faster than
we desire. Opportunities may cross our paths. Our life’s work may change. Family life
may be altered by force or by choice. Independence and self-sufficiency fade quickly
when crisis, illness, or other difficulty occurs.
The metaphor of shipwreck is used by Sharon Parks to describe experiences when
we suffer loss or the collapse of what we hold dear.23 These situations may draw us closer
to God, or they may distance us from God. Regardless, they will have an effect upon our
spiritual formation since they are opportunities for self-reflection and theological
examination. During such times, there is great potential for new insight and rich growth.
The book of James underscores that maturity results from the testing of our faith
(James 1:3-4). Trials produce endurance and endurance works within us to develop
maturity. Paul urges Christians to boast in their sufferings because they will produce
endurance and eventually character and hope (Rom. 5:3-4). Though our suffering may
look different than that experienced by first-century Christians, patient endurance is a
desired character trait for any life.
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Encounters with Otherness
Sharon Parks asserts that “every assumption may be potentially transformed by an
encounter with otherness.”24 Meeting others who are not like us in economic status,
ethnicity, culture, religion, or personality adds to our understanding of humanity and
God’s love for people. We begin to examine our stereotypes and open ourselves to the
ideas and lifestyles of others. Through relationships with people of other faiths, mission
and service opportunities, travel to other cultures, and living around others with various
personalities, God expands our worldview and impresses upon us the values of diversity
and justice, making us “more open, expectant, and available to ongoing learning and
transformation.”25 These encounters are critical to the development of college students as
they prepare for a life of leadership and service.

Ongoing Lifelong Process
Spiritual formation is not a state to be achieved but rather a process that happens
over a lifetime. We are continually being molded, changed, and shaped by God. While
college is a time focused on learning and growth, it is also a vital opportunity to prepare
for a lifetime of learning and service. Giving attention in college to personal spiritual
formation through spiritual practices equips one for a lifetime of listening and obedience
to God.
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Vocation and Calling
In 2002 Northwestern College received a $2.5 million grant from the Lilly
Endowment for the theological exploration of vocation. As a college, our goal was to
“help Northwestern students discover and then commit to their calling—not just in a
career, but also in their families, churches, communities, and cultures.”26 Before and after
receiving the grant, college officials explored what this meant and discussed methods for
creating an environment that would encourage students in this endeavor. Northwestern’s
Career Development Center counselors and academic advisers had done well helping
students determine a major course of academic study. The grant proposal’s goal was to
enable more mentors to come alongside students intentionally, not only to help them find
a major area of study, but also to encourage their journey of discerning their place in
God’s world.
Vocation, as described by Marie Coombs and Francis Nemeck, has three
components: “who God calls us to be, how the Lord calls us to become our unique selves,
and what God calls us to do.”27 To help students most effectively discern their vocation,
we want to challenge them to consider who and how, so they can best determine what.
Frederick Buechner describes vocation (the work a person is called to by God) as
“the place where your deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.”28 The
implication is that God desires that we find meaning and purpose in what we do. While
there is not a guarantee of earthly success and ease, God’s call is not intended to make
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one miserable. It also assumes that Christians will have an eye and ear toward the world,
contributing to something beyond just themselves.
Keith Anderson’s emerging definition of vocation is “your never-changing total
life calling—to live all of life soli deo Gloria.”29 In considering one’s calling, his model
includes reflection upon four dimensions: sacred design (identity), kingdom life choices
(place), unique sacred song (purpose), and God’s vision for the world.30
Important to understanding one’s identity in vocare (calling) is gathering
information about and understanding one’s self and the ways in which God has already
been shaping one’s life. As Parker Palmer states, “Before you tell your life what truths
and values you have decided to live up to, let your life tell you what truths you embody,
what values you represent.”31 We bring values and culture from our family of origin.
While new things enter our lives, the old are forever part of us. Our personality, along
with our likes and dislikes, have been developing over time. Our experiences of both
positive and challenging life events have shaped us. Our minds and hearts have been
awakened by books, ideas, and learning.
Often we focus on who we desire to be rather than accepting and building on who
we already are. “In families, schools, workplaces, and religious communities, we are
trained away from true self toward images of acceptability.”32 Family expectations of a
particular profession or economic status may influence choices because we desire to
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please or succumb to social and cultural pressures. For example, some women called to
ministry may desire to fit comfortably into a historically patriarchal church and thus opt
for ministry roles deemed more acceptable for women—even if their giftedness, passion,
and perhaps their calling in fact points to a less socially acceptable role of preaching or
administration.
Our earliest identity is one we are given from God. We are born or adopted into a
family or community. This shapes us from the very beginning. Our ethnicity, culture,
economic status, and genetic make-up influence us as children and continue to impact us
as we age. Our family of origin dynamics and faith influence and often determine our gut
reactions and responses as we travel through life.
Our calling is lived out in a place or places during a lifetime of choices. Though
our calling may remain consistent (e.g., helping young people develop spiritually,
teaching history, being an advocate for the poor, etc.), we may live out that calling in a
variety of job or volunteer settings or in different geographic areas. We are shaped by our
place. The people around us, the organizations, structures, physical geography,
opportunities, and conversations all contribute to the fabric of our lives and influence our
choices as we listen to God.
Calling should always be interpreted through God’s vision for the world. Just as
our spiritual formation is not only for our own enjoyment and fulfillment, our calling will
always reflect an awareness of God and the world. “Apart from God’s intentions, we
settle for a career rather than a calling.”33
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Calling flows from our own spiritual formation. As we are formed into Christlikeness and as our familiarity with God’s voice grows, we listen for how God has
worked in our lives, where God might be leading us in the future, and for the
confirmation of this through the community of believers that surround us.
The Bible is filled with stories of those who were called by God. Some were
called to generally follow Christ, living lives of faithful obedience. Others were called to
a specific task to fulfill a unique purpose. The following sections explore biblical
examples of God’s call.

Specific and General Calling
One meaning of vocation in Scripture is a general “call to become a member of
the people of God and take up the duties that pertain to that membership.”34 When people
follow God, encouragements, instructions, and admonitions are given. God made clear in
Micah 6:8 a divine desire for people to do justice, love kindness, and walk humbly with
God. Paul calls the Ephesians to live with humility and gentleness as they bear with one
another in love (Eph. 3:1-2). All Christians are instructed to live and be guided by the
Spirit, which is evidenced by the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:16-25). Scripture clearly
prescribes qualities and values for Christians as they live out their call as members of the
body of Christ.
A second meaning of vocation is “God’s diverse and particular callings—special
tasks, offices, or places of responsibility within the covenant community and in the
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broader society.”35 Many of our favorite Bible characters discussed in the next section are
those who were given special callings and used to further the Kingdom in extraordinary
ways. They, just as many individuals today, served a specific purpose during a particular
time or in a special place. Scripture highlights the life and call of many who were singled
out for a unique task or purpose.

Who God Called
God called seemingly ordinary people from all walks of life. Some appeared to
have no special skill for the role to which they were called. Some of the first disciples
were fishermen, a common occupation for those who lived near the Sea of Galilee.
Though becoming a disciple would hardly seem to use the same skill set as the one
needed for being a fisherman, Jesus told them if they followed him, they would fish for
people (Mark 1:17). Amos was a shepherd called to be a prophetic voice to Israel (Amos
7:14-17). Mary and Joseph came from Nazareth (Luke 1:26), a town far from Jerusalem,
the center of Jewish worship. Yet they were called to be the parents of the savior of the
world (Matt. 1:20-21, Luke 1:26-33). Though Paul, after his dramatic conversion, boldly
preached the gospel to many, he indicates that he was both weak and fearful and relied on
the Holy Spirit in order to speak with clarity and wisdom (1 Cor. 2:1-5).
God called people of every age. Samuel was dedicated to God by his mother even
before he was born. He was just a young boy when God spoke to him in the temple.
Because Samuel did not yet know God, it was Eli the Priest who perceived it was God
calling and instructed Samuel how to respond (1 Sam. 3). The disciples were already
engaged in their life work when God called them to leave what they knew and move to
35
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something different (Matt. 1:18-20). Paul had already established himself as a persecutor
of those who followed Jesus when he saw a flash of light and met Jesus on the road to
Damascus (Acts 9:1-5). Abraham and Sarah were old when they discovered their prayers
for a child had been answered (Gen. 18:9-11). Whether young or old, each person left the
security of familiar people, places, or lifestyles.
God chose to elevate some from humble beginnings to positions of influence so
they could fulfill God’s call. Esther, a young Jewish woman, was chosen for the royal
harem and then as queen in order to save her people. Though as a young man Joseph had
been sold and abandoned by his brothers, he was later charged by the Pharaoh with
securing food for all of Egypt (Gen. 37, 41:40). Moses was spared as a baby and raised in
Pharaoh’s palace so that he might free the Israelites from Egyptian bondage (Exod. 2).
Some may have been called because they were faithful, righteous, or found favor
in God’s eyes. Noah was a righteous man who walked with God and was termed
blameless in his generation (Gen. 6:9b). Abraham was one of a few in his time who tried
to follow God faithfully (Gen. 12:1-25:18). David was described as a man after God’s
own heart (1 Sam. 13:14).
Though some were specially called by and found favor with God, Scripture also
reminds us of their sinful human nature. Abraham lied about Sarah being his wife in
order to protect her (Gen. 20:2). David tried to hide his sin with Bathsheba by first
bringing her husband Uriah home and then by placing him at the front of the battle so he
would be killed (2 Sam. 11:2-24). Balaam’s greed for the wealth offered by the king kept
him from seeing how God was at work (Num. 22:15-30). The disciples didn’t recognize
Jesus as he walked on the water toward them (John 6:16-21), grew weary and couldn’t
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stay awake to pray (Matt. 26:36-46), doubted that Jesus had really risen from the dead
(John 20:24-29), and even betrayed Jesus (Matt. 26:47-49).
There does not appear to be a typical profile for those who were called specially
by God. Perhaps they were chosen for their responsive hearts. Perhaps they were paying
attention and listening for God’s voice.

How God Called
God called people and gave direction in a variety of ways. In the Old Testament,
God often spoke directly and audibly to individuals. Noah, chosen to survive while the
rest of humankind was destroyed, was given explicit directions regarding the building of
the ark and what to do after it was built (Gen. 6:1-11:32). God spoke to Abram directly,
promising to make a great nation of him and directing him to leave his country (Gen.
12:1).
Some were given dreams and visions that revealed their calling. Angels appeared
to Joseph (Matt. 1:20) and Mary (Luke 1:28) in dreams to tell them they would become
the parents of Jesus, who would save the people from their sins. Amos was given a vision
of the future and told to prophesy to the people of Israel (Amos 1:2, 7:15). Through
Joseph’s dreams in the Old Testament, God revealed what was going to happen to
Joseph, his family, and the entire country (Gen. 37:1-50:26).
The spectacular burning bush was used to speak to Moses as he was tending his
father-in-law’s flock (Exod. 3). While this may have been the first indication for Moses
that he was called for a special purpose, God had set Moses apart even as a baby when he
was placed in a basket on the Nile and his life was spared (Exod. 2). God continued to
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speak to and lead Moses by sending a cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night to give
him and the Israelites direction as they wandered through the wilderness (Exod. 13).
At times a mediator was used by God to deliver the call. Jesus was the mediator
who called the disciples to leave homes and jobs to become Christ-followers (Matt. 4:1822). God came to Ananias in a vision and prompted him to visit and pray for Saul of
Tarsus so that Saul’s sight might be restored and he would be filled with the Holy Spirit
(Acts 9:10-19). God used Mordecai to convince Esther God might be calling her “for
such a time as this” to deliver her people (Esther 4:17). Eli the priest perceived that it was
God calling Samuel and told the boy to listen and respond (1 Sam. 3:8-9).
Timothy’s call was not immediate. Rather he experienced “an awakening to the
gospel through a slow, steady process of learning the Christian faith from a mother who
had learned it from her mother.”36 He also benefited and matured through his relationship
with Paul, who mentored and encouraged him.
Content of and Reason for God’s Call
God’s call is always greater than the person. God is writing a story, and people
are called to be part of it. God’s general call to be a disciple involves committing to live a
life that is part of a community of faith. The book of Acts describes the early church and
is filled with reminders of what it looks like to live in community and care about more
than our individual needs and desires. Paul’s letters to the churches in Galatia, Ephesus,
Philippi, and Colosse give instructions for living. Christian believers are reminded that
they will reap what they sow (Gal. 6:7), unity in the church is important (Eph. 4:1-16),
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they are to act with humility (Phil. 2:3), and they should set their minds on things above
(Col. 3:2).
While God’s special call varies greatly, it is always given to fulfill a greater
purpose of God for humankind. God uses particular people in particular situations to
carry out the plan, even though they may not understand their specific part or God’s
grand purpose. Each needed to walk by faith to carry out his or her call.
Through Abraham, God would make a great nation, but Abraham would never get
to see this nation. Moses was to be the one God would use to lead his people out of Egypt
and deliver them from slavery. It was sure to be a long, hard journey with little reward.
At great risk to herself, Esther was called to deliver her people. Though others would not
understand, Mary and Joseph accepted their role as parents of the savior of the world.
The disciples were called to carry on the mission of Jesus in the world. Prophets like
Amos, Hosea, and Jeremiah were called to bring unpopular messages to the Israelites.
These messages were ones that God needed the people to hear.
Each one’s call played a part in God’s great story. The greater purpose was
accomplished, though not always in the way one would imagine. It was not about
personal fulfillment or gain for those who were called. Answering the call required
sacrifice, humility, and faithfulness.
Responses to God’s Call
The immediate responses to God’s call varied. Some appeared to follow without
hesitation. James and John immediately left their nets and followed Jesus. It seems they
did not hesitate or even consider what they were leaving behind (Matt. 4:18-22). Though
the immediate response of Moses is “here am I,” he protested several times as he tried to
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tell God the reasons why he was not the person for this call. Moses contended that he was
not important, articulate, or persuasive (Exod. 3-4). However, with God’s reassurances,
Moses persisted and faithfully relayed messages from God to the people, even when the
messages were unpopular.
Abraham questioned God (Gen. 15). First he questioned because he had no heir.
Then, he desired a sign to assure him he really would possess the land promised to him.
However, as he lived his life, Abraham had great faith, listened to God, and obediently
followed God’s instruction. As a young boy, Samuel did as he was told by Eli, making
himself available to God. As Samuel grew up, the Lord was with him and ensured his
effectiveness as a leader (1 Sam. 3:19).
Personal happiness or fulfillment of those called was not of high importance to
the story. Often, those called met adverse conditions and circumstances. Abraham had to
demonstrate a willingness to sacrifice his son, Isaac. The prophets preached unpopular
messages and were scorned or mistreated. Although Moses and Aaron had helped the
Israelites escape slavery, they still had to endure the people’s complaints. Esther risked
her own life. The disciples left their familiar lives to follow Jesus, not really knowing
what it meant to fish for people.
While certainly discouraged at times, they persevered. Their peace seemed to
come from living a life of faithful obedience, knowing that they had heard God’s call and
answered it. Some, like Abraham who died before his people reached the land promised
to them, did not get to see their call fulfilled. They continued on in faith because they
knew and were confident in God (Heb. 11:8-16).
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God’s Reassurance and Equipping for the Call
God reassures and continues to lead those who are called. Though trial and
hardship are encountered by many, God does not abandon them. Noah was given
directions not only for building the ark, but also for boarding the animals and responding
as the flood waters subsided. Abram continued to hear from God regarding where to
physically move his family, the promise of a son, and the offering of his son. When
Moses protested he could not speak, he was reminded that it is God who gives speech
(Exod. 4). When Moses and Aaron seemed “stuck,” God told them what to say and do
next. Jesus kept reminding the disciples of God’s great power and the ways in which they
were to live. Even in prison, Joseph and Paul were reminded that God had not abandoned
them.
Human weakness is often used to express the glory of God. Paul was not a good
speaker; he was afraid and claimed to possess no wisdom. Yet he was the one God called
to proclaim the gospel to those who didn’t believe in Christ. This was an opportunity for
the Spirit to demonstrate the power of God through using someone without the natural
ability to perform the task (1 Cor. 2:1-5). Though there are varying opinions on the nature
of the thorn that Paul speaks of, it is clear that it is unwanted. It is also evident that God’s
grace sustained Paul and that God’s power was made perfect in Paul’s weakness (2 Cor.
12:1-10).

Listening to God’s Call
While situations varied, those hearing God’s call paid attention and were sensitive
to the voice of God as it could be heard in their circumstances. Though the voice in
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Scripture may have seemed unmistakable and extraordinary (e.g., the burning bush,
angels, etc.), those called still needed to listen and then respond.
Jesus often challenged those with ears to listen and pay attention (Matt. 13:9). He
desired for people to pay attention lest they miss an important message. By following the
lead of the angel who came to him in prison, Peter passes the prison guards and walks out
of the city gate (Acts 12:6-11).
Listening must be followed by obedience. Jesus likened those who listen and obey
to the wise man who built his house on the rock, where it was not easily washed or blown
away. Those who hear but do not act are like the foolish man whose house was built on
sand and was quickly washed away when the rains came (Matt. 7:24-27). Hebrews 2:1-3
urges listening well so we will know the truth and not be deceived by false teaching. One
must be a doer of God’s word and not merely a hearer (James 1:22-23). Being obedient
through keeping the commandments shows love for God (John 14:15, 21).
“We discover our calling, then, not by trying to plan our life out ten years in
advance, but by being attentive to what God is doing through immediate circumstances
and in the present moment.”37 Many in Scripture were not able to see very far into the
future, but they were faithful and obedient day by day, nonetheless.
Contemplative spiritual disciplines can be helpful as one tries to listen to God
within this fast-paced and technology-driven society. Taking time to be quiet and listen
and be present is rare. When given free time choices, students often opt for what’s fun
and easy—the iPhone, iPad, Facebook page, video game, or TV—rather than for
listening, meditative reading, or prayer.
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Lessons on listening can be learned from the Benedictines, a religious order that
places value and emphasis on listening:
Benedictine listening is life lived in stereo. The simple fact is that everybody lives
listening to something. But few live a life attuned on every level. Benedictine
spirituality doesn’t allow for selective perception; it insists on breadth, on a full
range of hearing, on total alert. We have to learn to hear on every level at once if
we are really to become whole. The problem is that most of us are deaf in at least
one ear.38
Since we all listen to something, training ourselves to listen for what God is doing in and
around us is wise if we are to understand God’s leadership in our lives and in the world.
One of the most important avenues for listening to God is Scripture. Reading
Scripture regularly gives us a clearer understanding of God’s desires and plans for the
world. Joan Chittister challenges readers by asking, “How can we hear the voice of God
if we are not familiar with it?”39 Scripture broadens our thinking by reminding us of the
overall purpose of life and exposing us to more than our own agendas and favorite issues.
Lectio Divina is one method of reading Scripture that practices “listening”
through the reading and hearing of Scripture. Through time spent listening and reflecting
upon Scripture, we get to know and understand God. As we sit at the feet of Jesus and
listen to his teachings through Scripture, we become acquainted with what Jesus thinks,
loves, and does.40
As we listen to Scripture, we find ways to discern the heart of God and live out
the gospel in our daily lives. While we intuitively think of the benefit to ourselves of
listening, we are reminded by Chittister that there is a greater purpose: “The word of God
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has never been for its own sake. The word of God has always impelled.”41 Commitment
and action are the result of hearing from God through Scripture, prayer, and other people.
Abraham, Moses, Mary, and others committed to things that didn’t seem to fit with their
desires but were important for Kingdom purposes.
Prayer is another important form of listening. It is a way to bring ourselves into
communion with God. Thomas Keating describes what happens during centering prayer:
“In Centering Prayer, the sacred word, gaze, or breath is sacred not because of its
inherent meaning, but because of one’s intent, which is to open oneself to God and to the
divine action within.”42 As we pause and open ourselves to God, we are more likely to
hear God’s voice amidst the other voices that clamor for our attention and recognize
God’s action within us.
Chittister contends it is through prayer that we discern and make sense of what we
hear. “Prayer is the filter through which we live life with souls that are deaf and dumb
and blind.”43 Without prayer, we are likely to misinterpret much of what is around us.
Sabbath brings another opportunity for us to listen and discern. As we cease our
regular activities, we cease not only our work itself, but also the need to accomplish and
be productive. We take a break from worry and tension, from our possessiveness and
enculturation.44 As we relinquish control of our schedules and thoughts to God, we are
better positioned to hear the voice of God.
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Community
Intentional community shapes us so we can live and lead in the world for the
common good. Authentic community challenges us to share our faith journey with others
and enables God to use others to teach and mold us.
Though we live in an individualistic culture, our lives are lived in and formed
through community. We live our lives in relationship to others. In the Christian college,
community is valued and intentionally encouraged. Students in a small Christian college
setting long to be together and share their lives with one another. Relationships and
feelings of belonging deepen as students connect through common experiences. They are
influenced, encouraged, and directed through both social media and face-to-face
interactions with peers, mentors, and family. As they interact and reflect together,
students learn from and validate one another.
Christians need one other. The believers in the Early Church knew that if all were
going to survive, they needed to care for one another. Those with possessions needed to
share with those who had none. Each needed to exercise gifts of teaching, serving, and
prophesying for the good of the entire community. In order for a community to function
well, many different gifts and roles were needed.
How we live and interact with others has implications for our leadership. Egos
must recede if Christians are to practice true community and servant leadership. Christian
leaders understand, as Jesus did, that to be a leader is to be the servant of all. This
involves being last rather than first (Mark 19:43-44). “Community goes astray,
consequently, when it begins to be seen simply as a jumping-off point for our own
personal ambitions instead of an arena in which I am meant to give my gifts to the rest of
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the human race so that we can all live better together.”45 It is countercultural and against
our human nature to not seek a higher rank or personal gain. However, if community is to
survive, gifts must be used for the sake of others.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer reminds us that true community demands “I must release the
other person from every attempt of mine to regulate, coerce, and dominate him with my
love.”46 It is when our love runs the deepest for the other person that we need to listen the
most carefully to God regarding their decisions and future. While human love may have
one plan for the development of another person, God’s plan may look different.
Relinquishing control of those we love requires intentional surrender to God.
Community also listens to and includes the voices of others. Henri Nouwen
exemplified this through taking a mentally challenged person with him when he gave a
speech in Washington, D.C.47 When ministry is done together, it takes the focus off the
ministers and places it on God. “Whenever we minister together, it is easier for others to
recognize that we don’t come in our own name, but in the name of the Lord Jesus who
sent us.”48 By bringing others with us to lead, we are mentoring and empowering others
and leaving our egos at the door. This allowance for other voices often produces a better
result. It is not enough to talk about who we are and what we believe; we must live it out
in our relationships with others in the world as well.
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Though we live in an individualistic society, our lives and decisions affect those
around us. Leadership cannot be practiced effectively in isolation but must be expressed
within the context of community. Leaders must remember and acknowledge the corporate
dimension of faith within their leadership. Luke Timothy Johnson uses the example of
Peter to remind us that individual decisions are challenged and affirmed by the
community as a whole.49 Issues are taken to the body for the body to decide together.
Even those who have been given “a word from the Lord” test that within the community.
The body vets individual discernment.
A listening leader is wise to not only pay attention to the community’s
discernment, but also to seek out others for wise direction. Most often, we listen to what
is close around us. However, we less often expose our ideas, thoughts, or decisions to the
discerning voice of a wiser heart. As a leader hears God through the voices of others,
there is a move away from narrow viewpoints and self-serving agendas and a move
toward a perspective that more readily models Christian unity. Christian unity does not
mean that all are in agreement about everything. It does indicate, however, that effort has
been made to listen to God’s voice, respectfully hear and attempt to understand others,
prayerfully consider what might be important for this situation, and believe that
divisiveness is not healthy for Christians.
Hebrews 10:24-25 reminds us that an important role of the community is to
encourage and provoke one another toward love and good deeds. Without such
encouragement and provocation, many may not fully utilize their gifts or have the
courage to be obedient to God’s leading. At its best, community compels us to better
49
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understand ourselves, know God more deeply, and serve others in the world with love
and compassion.

Leadership and Personal Story
Today’s Christian college graduates will provide leadership in homes, churches,
communities, work places, and the world. For these graduates, this is both an exciting
privilege and a sobering responsibility. Many will strive to listen for God’s voice and
calling to be leaders who practice characteristics modeled by Jesus. The personal stories
of these leaders will be shaped by their experiences as they carry out their call.
Leadership is a popular topic in all of society, as well as among Christians. There
are multiple definitions and philosophies of leadership. Resources abound from both
Christian and secular authors. Many books and articles offer principles, insights,
strategies, and practices that promise maximum effectiveness and success. These skills
and behaviors, when practiced, can often greatly enhance the success and effectiveness
not only of the leader, but also of the organization and others involved.
Because Christians desire to be “Christian leaders,” they are continually striving
to be leaders who exhibit biblical character traits. Integrity, excellence, compassion, love,
and authenticity mark their lives. These traits, though they are compatible with biblical
principles, could also describe leaders who may not call themselves Christian. Sometimes
there is little or no visible difference between an ethical non-Christian leader with good
skills who practices solid leadership principles and someone who practices “Christian”
leadership. Christian leaders must ask, “What makes leadership ‘Christian’?” Is there
anything that really distinguishes a Christian leader from one who does not make this
claim?
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According to David McKenna, “Christian leadership is different because it
centers in the character of the person and engages spiritual as well as human resources.”50
While character is an important focal point for the Christian leader, McKenna also
acknowledges the transforming power that can only come from God. As Christians draw
upon the added resource of Christ, they are able to surpass any leadership ability and
insight they could achieve on their own. Engaging spiritual resources offered through the
Holy Spirit is a unique component of Christian leadership.
Engaging spiritual resources involves the practice of listening to God through
spiritual discipline. Listening, praying, and reading Scripture inform our hearts and minds
and help us recognize the voice of God that forms our character and values. As our
connection to God deepens, we are more equipped to obediently lead and serve others for
the sake of the Kingdom.
Listening, discerning, and being guided by the leadership of the risen Lord does
not happen just because one is a Christian believer. While there is some mystery to how
God forms us spiritually, there are disciplines and practices that prime us to receive what
God has for us. To draw upon the resource of Christ in every dimension of our lives and
in all our decisions requires a lifestyle of listening rather than calling upon God only for a
particular business, management, or leadership decision.
Listening to God implies the priority of being present. As we hear, discernment is
needed to be able to interpret the voices, situations, and experiences. Finally, hearing and
understanding require a response. Obedience must be practiced as we determine to live a
life submissive to God’s leadership.
50
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As we listen closely, what we hear moves from merely an idea to a response.
When the leader has heard and understood, obedience to God must follow. Nouwen
contends that true maturity lies in the ability and willingness to be led where we would
rather not go. God’s path may not follow the world’s standard of upward mobility, but
instead may include downward mobility, ending with the cross.51 As Christians, we are
aware that God may call us to something that would lead us to a path of downward
mobility. Yet we generally believe that what we are “heading toward” will be better than
what we are “coming from” as we follow our career paths. Though Jesus talked about
seeking Kingdom things and not following the world’s order, we are still surprised when
we are not “rewarded” in ways that make sense to the world. All Christians, but
especially leaders, must be willing to submit to God’s voice and practice obedience in
their daily actions, as well as in the more visible and far-reaching decisions they make.
They must practice wisdom and have the courage to act upon what they know.
We also recognize that God has given each of us a unique story that contributes to
and perhaps even directs how we lead. We have been specially created and given a
combination of gifts and experiences like no one else. Knowing and understanding
ourselves puts us in a better position to serve well and appreciate the stories of others.
Our own personal story affects our leadership and is uniquely shaped by God
through many things. We each have families of origin, natural strengths, developed
talents, personality characteristics, experiences, academic learning, faith journeys, and
ways we interact with the world that contribute to our identity. “God writes our story with
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great passion and desire, and He reveals our own passions and desires as we read and
listen to our story. . . So take seriously the story that God has given you to live. It’s time
to read your own life, because your story is the one that could set us all ablaze.”52 As we
consider these contributions to our life stories, we will understand our place in God’s
world more fully and be more equipped to be servant leaders in the world.

SECTION 4
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is a model of contemplative reflection for vocational discernment for
Christian college students. It acknowledges that college students wrestle with vocational
discernment, are busy, and lack intentional spiritual practices and community. This model
utilizes three commitments to help give students a framework for discernment in life
calling as well as in other life issues.
1. Personal spiritual disciplines. Spiritual disciplines, particularly the more
contemplative practices, are a primary way to listen for and discern God’s voice.
Therefore, each participant is expected to engage in the regular practice of at least
two disciplines for the entirety of this process. Because of the long-term benefit, it
is recommended that participants make the practice of spiritual disciplines a
regular and permanent part of their lives.
2. Solitude and reflection retreat. It takes time for most of us to block out daily or
weekly distractions so we can focus, reflect, and hear from God. Each participant
is expected to take a personal retreat of at least eight hours. This time gives space
52
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for centering prayer and the guided reflection and journaling assignment
regarding personal story.
3. Spiritual discernment group. Because we have been blessed with community
and understand that God uses other voices in our lives to help us think and act
more clearly, each participant will be part of a small group. The group will meet
to listen to God together using the prayer, sharing, and listening process outlined.
User-friendly instructions are included for each of the three commitments of this model.
Background information and practical directions are given for each of the spiritual
disciplines of centering prayer, the Jesus Prayer, Lectio Devina, solitude, Sabbath, and
service. A structure of time and questions are given to aid students in getting the most out
of the solitude retreat. The format given for the spiritual discernment group will direct the
group in this process.
As a foundation for this process, information is given regarding the various
elements of vocational discernment. Included are vocation and calling, spiritual formation
and spiritual disciplines, community and leadership, and personal story.
This model has the potential to assist students in discerning their vocation so they
will be equipped and empowered to best live in the world and serve others for the sake of
the Kingdom.

SECTION 5
PROJECT SPECIFICATION
Goals and Strategies
The goals of this process as explained in the project are to help students:
1. Develop practices to aid them in discernment of their calling/vocation
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2. Listen to and understand God better through practicing contemplative disciplines
3. Discover more about themselves as they consider their own story
4. Consider their calling and how it might serve others
5. Develop a process of listening and discerning that will serve them throughout
their lives
A version of this process was tested in the spring of 2010 by four female students
in their last semester at Northwestern College. Each desired to serve God and was asking
questions about her seemingly uncertain future. While the process was not yet fully
developed, these students completed the experience and responded positively to it.
The success of the project will be measured by the level of participation and
feedback upon conclusion of the process. An assessment instrument will be designed that
evaluates the goals of the project. The content and process will be revised according to
feedback after the first implementation. The goal is to continually improve the
discernment process.
The project will be kept in a digital file, enabling users to update or revise it as
needed. It can then be printed for use with students.

Audience
The primary user of the project will be Christian college students who are seeking
to discern their calling and place in God’s world. They will be primarily juniors and
seniors who are committed to their faith and desire to live a life of obedience to Christ.
By going through the process outlined in the project, students will explore their own lives
and listen for God’s leading as they discern their calling/vocation. Also, they will gain
insights into the process of listening to God that will serve them throughout their lives.
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Project Scope and Content
The project will invite students through a process of vocational discernment by
listening to God through contemplative spiritual practices. It will be organized into four
parts:
I: Invitation to Vocational Discernment
II: Elements of Vocational Discernment
A. Vocation and Calling
B. Spiritual Formation and Spiritual Disciplines
C. Community
D. Leadership and Personal Story
III: A Model for Vocational Discernment
A. Practicing Spiritual Disciplines
B. Taking a Solitude and Reflection Retreat
C. Participating in a Spiritual Discernment Group
IV: Ongoing Vocational Discernment

Budget
The budget for creating the Artifact will be $1,250. If the artifact is printed
professionally, the cost will be an additional $15 for each booklet printed. The program
InDesign will be needed by the designer to complete the design of the project. After the
initial printing, access to InDesign will be needed to make changes to the original
booklet. Designer costs are estimated at $1,000 and editing costs at $250.
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Post Graduate Considerations
Possibilities exist for this process to be useful for graduates as well as for current
students. Though graduates may be employed and settled into a career, some are still
asking questions about how best to listen for and discern God’s voice as it relates to life
and career decisions. This process is one that can be used by anyone seeking to listen to
God in their life.

Promotion
Initially, six to ten students will be invited to participate in two groups. It is likely
the groups will be separated by gender. Participants will need to have expressed an
interest in discerning their calling through listening to God as the project outlines.
Eventually, the possibility exists to have various faculty or staff as facilitators, enabling
an open invitation to this discernment process to all juniors and seniors.

Standards of Publication
A user-friendly paper booklet was selected because it would be easily accessible
to students. Though it is designed to be used under the guidance of a facilitator, a student
can easily use the material without a lot of direction. The industry standard for a project
of this type includes the use of the program InDesign. Designing the project in this way
helps make it readable and interesting for the student.

Development Process
The project contains four written sections. The elements of vocational
discernment and the model components require the most development. The written copy
will need to be given to a designer who can design a user-friendly booklet. Timeline:
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January 1, 2011

Contract with a designer

May 25, 2011

Finish first draft of written content and give to designer

July

Proof artifact and return to designer for edits

August 1, 2011

Give artifact to editor for editing

September 1, 2011

Submit penultimate draft

SECTION 6
POSTSCRIPT

In the spring of 2010, four female students piloted an earlier version of the
process outlined in the artifact. The women were seniors who had been student leaders in
campus ministry and desired to discern what it meant for them to serve God with their
lives after leaving Northwestern. Each did a personal retreat and the group met together
with me as the facilitator for five weeks. Some found that the personal retreat raised
different questions for them than they had originally anticipated. During the group
gatherings, we heard each person share from her heart, and we listened to God on her
behalf. After a time of silence, each group member shared with the presenter
encouragements, Scripture, questions, mysteries, affirmations, and challenges. The
presenter often took notes to be able to process and ponder these gifts of the heart. The
community was sweet and the prayer, rich.
While career development centers, personal assessments, experiential learning,
and the Church are each helpful, they could be more effective if brought together with
other elements of spiritual discernment. This approach chooses to focus on listening to
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God through spiritual disciplines, peers, and personal story as a way to bring together
various elements of vocational discernment.
Rather than utilizing only one part of the process, the tri-fold approach of personal
spiritual disciplines, personal guided retreat, and a group discernment experience was
selected. The practice of personal spiritual disciplines serves as a way for students to
practice listening to God regularly so there is sensitivity to God’s voice. The personal
retreat is a place to reflect on all dimensions of one’s life to aid in unpacking and
understanding personal story and its impact on calling/vocation. Because peers and
community are such a critical part of students’ growth and development, the group
process enables insight and affirmation in this manner.
Though the final version of the project has not yet been used, benefits have
already been recognized. The spiritual practices section caused me to further explore the
disciplines and make user-friendly instructions for college students, which have been
used in a variety of retreats, trainings, and workshops. The emphasis on listening to God
for direction has become a focus. Because the discernment group process was very
positive, I believe it will be a helpful tool for students.
There is much more to study and research regarding discernment. I believe this
could be helpful for students. Also, there are many more spiritual disciplines to
understand and practice that were not included in this project.
Throughout the process of writing and researching, many alumni asked about this
topic and were intrigued because they were still or once again wrestling with calling and
vocation. Some have just graduated, but others have been out of college for about five
years and are now asking if they are where they need to be and doing what they should be
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doing. With a bit of revision, this tool could be useful for alumni to use as they continue
to discover God’s call in their lives.
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PART I

Invitation to Vocational Discernment:
a posture of prayer and openness


Chapter 1: Come, Listen and Expect
Who you are . . .
You know God. You’ve been told that God’s hand is in your life,
directing it. You both believe and hope this is true. Though there
have been some difficult times, you’ve really had a wonderful life
filled with an abundance of opportunities.

You are among those

privileged to pursue a college education. Choices regarding friends,
classes, time, money and the future have been and continue to be
yours. By virtue of being a college graduate, you will be a leader.
This is exciting—and maybe a little overwhelming.
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What you want . . .

Vocation involves

You want to be a good steward. You want both security and who we are and what
adventure. You want your life to
we are called to do
have meaning and purpose. You
want to contribute to society and in the world and can
make a difference in the world in
generally be lived
a way that’s significant but not
boastful. You want to hear the
out in a variety of
voice of God and be obedient.
You want to be able to discern ways and geographic
your vocation as you listen for the
locations.
call of God in your life. You’d like
to have clarity in decisions about
your career and where to live as your vocation, this tool is dewell as in the call to passions that signed to help you consider who
and how, so that you can best
become your “life work.”
determine what.

Vocation & calling
Vocation is often thought of
as what we do for “work.” While
work may be suited to our vocation, vocation is broader and
deeper. It involves God’s call on
all aspects of life, not just career. Vocation involves who we
are and what we are called to do
in the world and can generally be
lived out in a variety of ways and
geographic locations.
Vocation, as described by Marie Coombs and Francis Nemeck,
has “three components: who God
calls us to be, how the Lord calls
us to become our unique selves,
and what God calls us to do.”1 To
help you most effectively discern

Listening to God through
spiritual disciplines
Calling flows from one’s own
spiritual formation. As we are
formed into Christ-likeness and
as our familiarity with God’s voice
grows, we listen for how God has
worked in our lives, where God
might be leading us in the future,
and for the confirmation of this
through the community of believers that surround us.
A key in discerning our vocation is to listen to God. Spiritual
disciplines such as solitude, Sabbath, Lectio Divina and Centering
Prayer have been helpful for centuries as Christians discern God’s
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direction for and call on their lives.
Joan Chittister, referring to knowing what Scripture says about God
and life and priorities, writes, “How
can we hear the voice of God unless we are familiar with it?”2 The
spiritual disciplines help us become
familiar with the voice of God so
we may better discern what God
is saying to us regarding our lives
and the world around us.

Be still. Listen.
Listen alone. Listen
in community. Listen
through Scripture.
Listen through
confession. Listen
through silence.

Listening to God through
community

intellectual and spiritual development. Whether in the residence
hall, cafeteria, classroom or coffee
shop, conversations with friends
and mentors challenge and encourage us, giving us insights into

The years spent in college
often affirm the importance of
community as friends play a primary role in each others’ social,
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ourselves that we could not gain
on our own.
Scripture often mentions the
importance of the body of believers for support, challenge and
insight. God can use the voices
of others to form us spiritually
and reveal direction to individuals
or a community.

consider how God is calling you
to serve in the world.
Come. Pause. Sit at the feet
of God. Bring all that you are and
all that you have. Be still. Listen.
Listen alone. Listen in community.
Listen through Scripture. Listen
through honest confession. Listen through silence.
Through your response, you
also offer God an invitation to
The invitation . . .
Join this spiritual adventure speak into your life, to transform
through vocational discernment you and use you for the sake of
and expect to hear from God. the Kingdom.
Explore your own story as you

A vocational discernment model
This spiritual adventure through vocational discernment is designed to give
Christian college students a framework for discernment in life calling, as
well as in other life issues. This process requires three major commitments
and will take approximately six weeks depending on the size of the group
and the pace at which the group members choose to proceed.

Personal
Spiritual
Disciplines:
Solitude and
Spiritual disciplines,
Reflection
particularly the
Retreat:
more contemplative

Spiritual

It takes time for most
practices, are a
Discernment
of us to block out the
primary way to
Group:
distractions of the
be able to hear
Because we have been
day or the week so we
and discern God’s
blessed with community
can focus, reflect and
voice. Therefore,
and
understand that God
hear from God. Each
each participant is
uses
other
voices in our lives
participant
is
expected
expected to engage in
to help us to think and act
to take a personal
the regular practice of
more clearly, each participant
retreat of at least eight
at least two disciplines
will be part of a small group.
hours. While it can be
for the entirety of
The group will meet to
divided into two blocks
this process. It is,
listen to God together
of four hours each, one
of course, beneficial
using
the prayer, sharing
eight hour time span
for participants to
and listening process
is preferable. This
make the practice of
outlined.
time gives space for
spiritual disciplines
centering prayer and
a regular and
the guided reflection
permanent part of
and journaling
their lives.
assignment.

Participants must be willing to listen, be open to hear the voice of
God, and believe that God is active and present in their own life and
in the lives of others. Because of the interrelatedness of the three
components, participants need to commit to fully participating in each
of them.
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PART II

Elements of Vocational Discernment:
foundations for understanding


Chapter 2: Vocation and Calling
As students, you desire to discover and then commit to your
calling—not just in a career, but also in your future

churches,

communities, families and cultures. We hope you will not only
find a major area of study, but also that in your journey, you’ll
be able to discern your place in God’s world. This “place” is your
vocation or calling. The terms “vocation” and “calling” will be used
interchangeably in this booklet.

Fredrick Buechner describes
vocation (the work a person is
called to by God) as “the place
where your deep gladness and
the world’s deep hunger meet.”1
The implication is that God desires that we find meaning and

purpose in what we do. While
there is not a guarantee of earthly
success and ease, God’s call is not
intended to make us miserable. It
also assumes that as Christians
we will have an eye and ear toward the world, contributing to
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more than just our own wellbeing.
Keith Anderson’s emerging
definition of vocation is “your
never-changing total life calling—
to live all of life soli deo Gloria.”2
In considering one’s calling, his
model includes reflection upon
four dimensions: sacred design
(identity), kingdom life choices
(place), unique sacred song (purpose), and God’s vision for the
world in looking at one’s calling.
Our calling should always be
interpreted through God’s vision
for the world. Just as our spiritual formation is not only for our
own enjoyment and fulfillment,
our calling will always reflect an
awareness of God and the world.

Specific and general calling
One meaning of vocation in
Scripture is a general call to “become a member of the people
of God and take up the duties
that pertain to that membership.”3
When people follow God, encouragements, instructions and admonitions are given. God makes
clear in Micah 6:8 a divine desire
for people to do justice, love
kindness and walk humbly with
God. In Ephesians 3:1-2, those in
the church are called to live with
humility and gentleness. Jesus declares in Matthew 22:37-40 that
loving God and loving neighbor

General and
specific calling
are not mutually
exclusive. While we
are all called to live
our lives in obedience
to Christ, we are
always listening for
who God has made us
to be and where and
how we might best
serve in the
Kingdom.
are the most important commandments.
Scripture clearly
prescribes qualities and values for
Christians as they live out their
call as members of the body of
Christ.
A second meaning of vocation
is “God’s diverse and particular
callings: special tasks, offices, or
places of responsibility within the
covenant community and in the
broader society.”4 Many of our
favorite Bible characters are those
who were given special callings
and used to further the Kingdom
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in extraordinary ways. They, just
as many individuals today, served
a specific purpose during a particular time or in a special place.
General and specific calling are
not mutually exclusive. While
we are all called to live our lives
in obedience to Christ, we are always listening for who God has
made us to be and where and
how we might best serve in the
Kingdom.
Calling flows from one’s own
spiritual formation. As we are
formed into Christ-likeness and
as our familiarity with God’s voice
grows, we listen for how God has
worked in our lives, where God
may be leading us in the future,
and for the confirmation of this

through the community of believers that surround us.

God’s call in Scripture
Who God called
God called seemingly ordinary people from all walks of life.
Some appeared to have no special skill for the role to which they
were called. Some of the first
disciples were fishermen, a common occupation for those near
the Sea of Galilee. Amos was a
shepherd called to be a prophetic
voice to Israel.5 Mary and Joseph,
called to be the parents of the
savior of the world, had neither
wealth nor status. Though Paul
boldly preached, he indicates in I
Corinthians 2:1-5 that he did not
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have speaking gifts and was both
afraid and weak.
God called people of every age.
Samuel was a young child when
his mother dedicated him to God.6
The disciples were already engaged in their life work when God
called them to leave what they
knew and do something different.7 Paul had already established
himself as a persecutor of Christians when he met Jesus on the
road to Damascus.8 Abraham and
Sarah were old when they discovered their prayers for a child had
been answered.9 Whether young
or old, many left the security of
familiar people, places or lifestyles
to follow God’s call.
God chose to elevate some
from humble beginnings to posi-

tions of influence so they could
fulfill God’s call. Esther, a young
Jewish woman, was chosen for the
royal harem and then as queen in
order to save her people. Though
as a young man, Joseph had been
sold and abandoned by his brothers, he was later charged by the
Pharaoh with securing food for all
of Egypt.10 Moses was spared
as a baby and then raised in Pharaoh’s palace so that he might
free the Israelites from Egyptian
bondage.11
Some may have been called
because they were faithful or
righteous or found favor in God’s
eyes. Noah was described as a
righteous man, blameless in his
generation.12 Abraham was one
of a few in his time who tried to
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follow God faithfully.13 David was
described as a man after God’s
own heart.14
Though some were specially
called by and found favor with
God, Scripture also reminds us of
their sinful human nature. Abraham
lied about Sarah being his wife in
order to protect her. David tried
to hide his sin with Bathsheba by
first bringing her husband Uriah
home and then by placing him
at the front of the battle so he
would be killed.15 The disciples
failed by sometimes doubting
and even betraying Jesus.
There does not appear to be a
typical profile for those who were
called specially by God. Perhaps
they were chosen for their responsive hearts. Perhaps they
were paying attention and listening for God’s voice.

How God called
God called people and gave direction in a variety of ways. In the
Old Testament, God often spoke
directly and audibly to individuals.
Noah, chosen to survive while the
rest of humankind was destroyed,
was given explicit directions regarding the building and use of
the ark.16 God spoke to Abraham
directly, promising to make a
great nation of him and directing
him to leave his country.17

Some were given dreams and
visions that revealed their calling
Angels appeared to both Joseph18
and Mary19 in dreams to tell them
they would be the parents of Jesus, who would save the people
from their sins.
Amos was given a vision of
the future and told to prophesy
to the people of Israel.20 Through
Joseph’s dreams, God revealed
what was going to happen to
Joseph, his family and the entire
country.
The spectacular burning bush
was used to speak to Moses as
he was tending his father-in-law’s
flock.21 While this may have been
the first indication for Moses that
he was called for a special purpose, God had already set Moses apart as a baby when he was
placed in a basket on the Nile and
his life was spared.22 God continued to speak to and lead Moses
by sending a cloud by day and a
pillar of fire by night to give the
Israelites direction as they wandered through the wilderness.23
At times a mediator was used
by God to deliver the call. Jesus
was the mediator who called the
disciples to leave their homes and
jobs to become Christ-followers.24 God came to Ananias in a
vision, prompting him to visit Saul
of Tarsus and pray Saul’s sight
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God’s call is always
greater than the
person. God is
writing a story, and
people are called to
be part of it. God’s
general call to be
a disciple involves
committing to live a
life that is part of a
community of faith.
might be restored and his life
transformed by the Holy Spirit.25
God used Mordecai to convince Esther that God may be
calling her “for such a time as this”
to deliver her people.26 Eli the
priest perceived it was God calling Samuel and told the boy to
listen and respond.27
Timothy’s call was not immediate. Rather, he experienced an
awakening to the gospel through
a slow, steady process of learning the Christian faith from his
mother and grandmother. He also
benefited and matured through
his relationship with Paul, who
mentored and encouraged him.

Content of and reason for
God’s call
God’s call is always greater than
the person. God is writing a story,
and people are called to be part of
it. God’s general call to be a disciple involves committing to live a
life that is part of a community of
faith. The book of Acts describes
the early church and is filled with
reminders of what it looks like to
live in community and care about
more than our individual needs
and desires. Paul’s letters to the
churches in Ephesus, Galatia and
Philippi give instructions for living.
Christian believers are reminded
that unity is important, they will
reap what they sow, and they are
to act with humility.28
While God’s special call varies
greatly, it is always given to fulfill a greater purpose of God for
humankind. God uses particular
people in particular situations to
carry out the plan, even though
they may not always understand
their specific part or God’s grand
purpose. Each needs to walk by
faith to carry out her or his call.
Through Abraham, God would
make a great nation, but Abraham
would never get to see this nation. Moses was to be the one
God would use to lead his people
out of Egypt and deliver them
from slavery. It was sure to be
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a long, hard journey with little
reward. At great risk to herself,
Esther was called to deliver her
people. Though others would not
understand, Mary and Joseph accepted their role as parents of the
savior of the world. The disciples
were called to carry on the mission of Jesus in the world. Prophets like Amos, Hosea and Jeremiah
were called to bring unpopular
messages to the Israelites. These
messages were ones that God
needed the people to hear.
Each one’s call played a part
in God’s great story. The greater purpose was accomplished,
though not always in the way that
one would imagine. It was not
about personal fulfillment or gain
for those who were called. An-

swering the call required sacrifice,
humility and faithfulness.

Responses to God’s call
The immediate responses to
God’s call varied. Some appeared
to follow without hesitation.
James and John immediately left
their nets and followed Jesus.29 It
seems they did not hesitate or
even consider what they were
leaving behind. Though the immediate response of Moses was
“here am I,” he protested several times as he tried to tell God
the reasons why he was not the
person for this call. Moses contended that he was not important,
articulate or persuasive.30 However, with God’s reassurances,
Moses persisted and faithfully re-
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God’s reassurance and
equipping for the call

layed messages from God to the
people, even when the messages
were unpopular.
Abraham questioned God.31
First he questioned because he
had no heir. Then he desired a
sign to assure him he really would
possess the land promised to
him. However, as he lived his life,
Abraham had great faith, listened
to God, and obediently followed
God’s instruction.
As a young boy, Samuel did as
he was told by Eli, making himself available to God. As Samuel
grew up, the Lord was with him
and ensured his effectiveness as
a leader.32
Personal happiness or fulfillment of those called was not of
high importance to the story.
Often, those called experienced
adverse conditions and circum-

stances. Abraham had to demonstrate a willingness to sacrifice his
son, Isaac. The prophets preached
unpopular messages and were
scorned. The people complained
to Moses and Aaron. Esther risked
her own life. The disciples left
their familiar lives to follow Jesus,
without knowing what it meant to
fish for people.
While certainly discouraged
at times, they persevered. Their
peace seemed to come from living a life of faithful obedience,
knowing that they had heard
God’s call and answered it. Some,
like Moses, who died before his
people reached the land promised to them, did not get to see
their call fulfilled. They continued
on in faith because they knew
and were confident in God.33
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form the task.

God reassures and continues to
lead those who are called. Though
trial and hardship are encountered
by many, God does not abandon
them. Noah was given directions
not only for building the ark, but
also for boarding the animals and
responding as the flood subsides.
Abraham continued to hear from
God regarding where to physically move his family, the promise of a son and the offering of
his son. When Moses protested
that he could not speak, he was
reminded that it is God who gives
speech. When Moses and Aaron
seemed “stuck,” God often told
them what to say and do next.
Jesus had to keep reminding the
disciples of God’s great power
and the ways in which they were
to live. Even in prison, Joseph and
Paul were reminded that God had
not abandoned them.
Human weakness is often used
to express the glory of God. Paul
was not a good speaker; he was
afraid and claimed to possess no
wisdom. Yet, he was the one God
called to proclaim the gospel to
those who didn’t believe in Christ.
This was an opportunity for the
Spirit to demonstrate the power
of God through using someone
without the natural ability to per-

Listening for your call
As you listen regularly for and
learn to discern God’s voice, it
is likely you will be both excited
and anxious and perhaps even
surprised by how and where God
leads. Remember it is God’s story,
and your place in it is connected
to a purpose higher and greater
than you and your own vision
and happiness. Chances are good
that as you listen to God and follow in obedience, you will experience joy and peace through your
faithfulness.
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Just as we change and mature
physically, emotionally and intellectually, we are also formed
spiritually. As Christians, it follows that this spiritual formation
involves the process of becoming more like Christ (2 Cor. 3:18).
Dallas Willard refers to spiritual
formation for the Christian as “the
Spirit-driven process of forming
the inner world of the human self
in such a way that it becomes like
the inner being of Christ himself.”1
M. Robert Mulholland Jr. describes
spiritual formation as “a process of
being conformed to the image of
Christ for the sake of others.” 2 Mulholland’s definition reminds us that
as we reflect Christ, we will begin
to care about and serve others.

God forming us

Chapter 3: Spiritual Formation and
Spiritual Disciplines
It is out of our spiritual formation that our vocation (calling) flows.
As we listen to the voice of God in our lives and in the world, we
seek to discern and respond to God’s call on our lives. Spiritual
disciplines serve as tools to help us listen to God. While our spiritual
formation and the discerning of our calling are lifelong processes,
the college years are a natural time to focus attention on both.
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Being conformed to the image
of God, as Mulholland suggests,
indicates that we are not in control of the process, but rather it
is God who actively shapes and
molds us to conform to God’s
image. From before we were
born, God was at work forming
us and knitting us together in our
mothers’ wombs (Psalm 139:13).
God takes our unique circumstances, personalities, experiences, strengths and weaknesses and
beautifully and mysteriously uses
them to form us spiritually. Spiri-

“Spiritual formation
is a process of being
conformed to the
image of Christ for the
sake of others.”
- M. Robert Mulholland Jr.
Invitation to a Journey

tual formation is in many ways a
work of grace, as God intervenes
in our lives.

Our response
While God is working in our lives,
we, as humans, have the ability to
respond both to what God is doing and to the environment around
us. Though we cannot control
our own spiritual formation, there
are responses and practices that
may put us in a better position to
hear from and listen to God. The
spiritual disciplines open the door
to equip us for a life of listening
and obedience where God transforms us. Henri Nouwen says, “In
the spiritual life, the word ‘discipline’ means the effort to create
some space in which God can
act.”3 While spiritual disciplines
are difficult for many to practice,
those who make the effort are
somehow changed through the
process.
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An integrated life

For the sake of others
Spiritual formation is deeply
personal in that we connect intimately with God. However, our
spiritual formation is not only
about us and our own fulfillment. It is also “for the sake of
others.” Jesus’ work on earth was
not about him, but rather was focused on reconciling the world
to God. As we become more

like Christ, God’s grace enables
us to see beyond ourselves to
the needs of others. God forms
us not merely for our own pleasure but rather for the pleasure of
serving God through serving others. We are reminded in Matthew
22:36-39 that the great commandments are to love God and
our neighbor. We cannot love
God and then ignore the people
and world of which Jesus spoke.
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Our mind and heart work together in our spiritual formation.
As both come under Christ’s
lordship, we ideally live a noncompartmentalized and integrated life as we live out our calling
through our work. All important
dimensions of life are centered in,
around and through Christ. The
mind and heart provide a balance
in our spiritual formation.
We desire to train our minds to
think critically so that we can fully
engage the world and make an
impact through wise application
of both knowledge and skills. We
also want to experience the kind
of passion and love that will ignite
an authentic and sustained motivation to serve, work and lead.
Engaging the mind through being a good student of Scripture,
tradition and the world helps us
make informed choices as responsible Christians. Alongside
this knowledge and critical thinking of the mind, the heart gives
feeling and intuition to information and expertise. The heart responds to what the mind knows—
and sometimes to what the mind
does not yet know.

The spiritual
disciplines open the
door to equip us
for a life of listening
and obedience where
God transforms us.
cess that happens over a lifetime.
We are continually being molded,
changed and shaped by God.
Though we cannot predict where
life will take us or in what situations we will find ourselves, giving
attention to our spiritual formation
through spiritual practices will
equip us for a lifetime of listening
and obedience to God.

Ongoing, lifelong process
Spiritual formation is not a state
to be achieved but rather a proChapter 3: Spiritual Formation and Spiritual Disciplines | 23

Chapter 4: Community
Though we live in an individualistic culture, our lives are lived in
and formed through community. Always, we live out our lives
in relationship to others. In the Christian college, community is a
major value and a common theme. Students long to be together
and share their lives with one another. A deepening of relationships
and feeling of belonging occur as we connect through common
experiences.

Students are influenced, encouraged and directed

through both social media and face-to-face interactions with peers,
mentors and family. There are likely some areas of discipleship
that can only be discovered as we bump up against others while
trying to live out our faith in this world. As we interact and reflect
together, we learn from and validate one another.

We need each other. The believers in the early church knew that
if all were going to survive, they
needed to care for one another.
Those with many possessions
needed to share with those who
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had little. Each needed to exercise individual gifts of teaching,
serving and prophesying for the
good of the entire community. In
order for the community to function well, many different gifts and

roles were needed.
Egos must go by the wayside
if Christians are to practice true
community and servant leadership. “Community goes astray,
consequently, when it begins to
be seen simply as a jumping-off
point for our own personal ambitions instead of an arena in which I
am meant to give my gifts to the
rest of the human race so that we
can all live better together.”1 It
is counter—cultural and against our
human nature to not seek a higher
rank or personal gain. However,
if community is to survive, gifts
must be used for the sake of others.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer reminds us
true community demands “I must
release the other person from every attempt of mine to regulate,
coerce, and dominate him with
my love.”2 It is when our love runs
the deepest for the other person
that we need to listen the most
carefully to God regarding their
decisions and future. While human love may desire one plan
for another person and who they
should become, God’s plan may
look different.
Community listens to and includes the voices of others. Henri
Nouwen exemplified this by taking a mentally challenged person with him to give a speech in

True community
demands “I must
release the other
person from every
attempt of mine to
regulate, coerce, and
dominate him with
my love.”
Washington D.C. When ministry is
done together, it takes the focus
off of the ministers and places it
on God. Whenever we minister
together, it is easier for others to
recognize that we don’t come in
our own name, but in the name of
the Lord Jesus who sent us.3 By
bringing others with us to lead,
we are mentoring and empowering others and leaving our egos at
the door.
This allowance for other voices
often produces a better result. It
is not enough to talk about who
we are and what we believe; we
must live it out in our relationships
with others in the world as well.
Though we live in an individualistic society, our lives and decisions affect those around us.
Leadership cannot be practiced
effectively in isolation and must
be expressed within the context
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of community.
Leaders must
remember and acknowledge
the corporate dimension of faith
within their leadership. Luke Timothy Johnson uses the example
of Peter to remind us that individual decisions are challenged
and affirmed by the community
as a whole.4 Issues are taken to
the body for the body to decide
together. Even those who have
been given “a word from the Lord”
test that within the community.
The body vets individual discernment.
A listening leader is wise to not
only pay attention to the community’s discernment, but also to
seek out others for wise direction. Most often, we hear what
is close around us. However, we
less frequently expose our ideas,
thoughts or decisions to the discerning voice of a wiser heart. As
a leader hears God through the
voices of others, there is a move
away from narrow viewpoints and
self-serving agendas and a move
toward a perspective that more
readily models Christian unity.
Christian unity does not mean all
are in agreement about everything. It does indicate, however,
that effort has been made to listen to God’s voice, respectfully
hear and attempt to understand
others, prayerfully consider what
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A listening leader
is wise to not only
pay attention to
the community’s
discernment, but also
to seek out others for
wise direction.
might be important for this situation, and believe that divisiveness
is not healthy for Christians.
Servant leaders will practice
characteristics modeled by Jesus
and consider the deep needs of
the world. True leaders understand, as Jesus did, that to be a
leader is to be the servant of all
and to be last rather than first.
Hebrews 10:24-25 reminds us
that an important role of the community is to encourage and provoke one another toward love
and good deeds. Without such
encouragement and provocation,
many may not fully utilize their
gifts or have the courage to be
obedient to God’s leading. At its
best, community propels us toward a better understanding of
ourselves, a deeper knowledge of
God and a desire to serve others
in the world with love and compassion.

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
StrengthsQuest
Leadership Compass

Chapter 5: Leadership and Your
Personal Story
True Christian leadership must employ the added resources
of God’s grace and power in the leadership process. Spiritual
leadership, by its very nature, assumes leadership that is powered
by spiritual as well as human resources. The practice of listening
to God through spiritual disciplines engages these spiritual means.
Listening, praying and reading Scripture inform our hearts and minds
and help us recognize the voice of God that forms our character and
values. As our connection to God deepens, we are more equipped
to obediently lead and serve others for the sake of the Kingdom.
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Just as we credit God in forming us, we also recognize that
God has given each of us a unique
story that contributes to and perhaps even directs how we lead.
We have been specially created
and given a combination of gifts
and experiences like no one else.
Knowing and understanding ourselves puts us in a better position
to serve well and appreciate the
stories of others. The solitude and
reflection retreat in Part III will take
you through a process of examining your own personal story.
Today’s Christian leader can
draw on many resources to lead
his or her church, organization,
business or family well. Many
books and articles have been
written by Christians to help others implement biblical principles
and practices into their leadership. These resources identify
many personal character skills and
behaviors that, when practiced,
can greatly enhance the success
and effectiveness not only of the
leader, but of the organization
and its members. Leaders should
practice many of these principles,
sharpen their skills and pay attention to the advice that is given.
College is a great time to discover more about yourself through
personality and leadership inven-

A benefit of
understanding
inventories and
assessment tools is to
help you be aware of
how others function.
Awareness and
understanding of this
diversity can often
help us to accept
others and even work
better together as a
team.
tories and assessments, as well
as actual leadership experiences.
These instruments do not have
“right” or “wrong” answers but can
be helpful tools to identify your
preferred or default styles and actions in various situations. While
these tools use self report and are
not designed to over generalize
or stereotype people, they can
serve to make you more aware of
your strengths and preferences,
as well as of situations in which
you are best-suited for success.
The temptation exists for the
subjects of the tests to use the
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results as excuses to do or not
do something. It may be convenient to dismiss yourself from
perceived unpleasant or difficult
tasks based upon the findings
of these assessments. Perhaps
you see yourself as a “big picture person” who doesn’t need to
take care of details or as someone who is not creative so does
not need to be forward thinking.
While one preference or strength
may be high, it is often crucial
for you to be adaptable and resourceful in order to be successful. Knowing how you best
function can help you to use your
strengths to accomplish a task.
For instance, if you are a “people
person” but not a “visionary,” you
may gather a team of people
around you and inspire visionary

thinking from within the group.
A benefit of understanding inventories and assessment tools is
increased awareness of how you
and others function. Awareness
and understanding of this diversity can often help us accept others
and even work better as a team.
Instruments like the Myers
Briggs Type Indicator, StrengthsQuest, and the Leadership
Compass have been used frequently at Christian colleges.
These instruments raise students’ personal awareness as
they consider career choices and
help students in leadership better understand themselves and
those with whom they work.
Having the results of these assessments with you on your personal retreat will be helpful.
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(S), Intuition (N), Thinking (T) and
Feeling (F). In addition, they describe two pairs of attitudes or
orientations. Extroversion (E) and
Introversion (I) are the two kinds
of energy, while Judging (J) and
Perceiving (P) describe one’s attitudes and orientations to the
outer world.

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is a personality indicator
commonly used by colleges and universities to enable students
to better understand how they assimilate information and make
decisions. This information can be helpful to students as they
consider various areas of study and careers. It may also be useful
to help students understand themselves and others as they work
on a team or lead.

The object of the MBTI is to
determine the person’s preference on each of four dichotomies
so these results can be reported
to the person as a four-letter
type (e.g., ENFJ). The instrument
measures preferences, not competencies. Remember that type
does not explain everything, as
every individual is unique. While
type may identify some under-

lying patterns, the ways in which
those have been used and developed vary widely from person to
person. Based on the psychological type theory of Carl G. Jung,
the MBTI was developed by Isabel Myers and Katharine C. Briggs.
This theory of type is that
everyone uses four basic mental functions, or processes, that
Myers and Briggs label Sensing
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to the flow of life
J—primary desire for closure and
completion, order and control
P—primarily open-ended and laidback approach to life

Taking the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator

The MBTI is administered
through certified individuals, often in career or counseling cenThe pairs of preferences are
ters. An interpretation is included
described as:
so the results may be optimally
Where persons prefer to focus
E—in the outer world of persons, used by the individuals. Current
students and alumni may be able
events and things
I—in the inner world of self and ideas
to take the MBTI free of charge
How a person prefers receiving through the Career Development
information for living
Center on campus.
N—primarily thrrough intuition, the inWhile adaptations of the MBTI
ner “urgings” of the spirit
may be found online, these are not
S—primarily through their physical
official and may not have the relisenses
How a person processes the in- ability and validity of an offically
formation received through N or S administered MBTI. Though some
T—primary reliance upon the cogni- may find these versions helpful,
finding a career or life coach who
tive processes of reasoning
F—primary reliance upon the stirrings is certified to administer the inof the heart
ventory is recommended.
A person’s preferred relationship

Resources for further study:
Michael, Chester P. and Norrisey, Marie C., Prayer and Temperament
Mulholland, M. Robert Jr., Invitation to a Journey
Myers, Isabel Briggs; McCauley, Mary H.; Quenk, Naomi L.; Hammer, Allen L. CPP, MBTI Manual:
A Guide to the Development and Use of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
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StrengthsQuest
Through decades of research, the Gallup organization identified
three keys to being an effective leader:
1. The most effective leaders are always investing in their strengths.
2. The most effective leaders surround themselves with the right
		

undue energy addressing one’s
weaknesses.
Chip Anderson, a college professor and administrator, believed
that when he applied strengths
theory to the college student experience, he was better able to
help students be top achievers.
According to strengths theory,
“a talent is a naturally recurring
pattern of thought, feeling or
behavior that can be productively applied” and is the beginning of a strength. Your greatest talents are linked to your top
achievements and are exceptional. StrengthsFinder identifies
themes, which are comprised of a
group of similar talents.
A strength is defined as “the
ability to provide consistent, nearperfect performance in a given activity.” A talent, which exists naturally within you, may be further
developed into a strength through
acquired skills, knowledge and experience.
StrengthsQuest can help identify and maximize one’s strengths

while also utilizing one’s ability to
recognize the strengths of others.
As identified by Gallup, these are
keys to effective leadership.

Taking StrengthsQuest
The StrengthsFinder instrument
is a 30-minute web-based instrument accessed through a onetime code found in the StrengthsQuest book. Upon completion,
the participant receives a report
identifying her or his top five of
the 34 signature themes of talent.
To get the most benefit from the
StrengthsQuest assessment, it is
helpful to read the book, which
gives practical insights and suggestions for academics and careers.
Students and alumni who have
not taken StrengthsQuest may
contact the Career Development
Center on campus to purchase a
copy, or they may order it online.

people and then maximize their team.

3. The most effective leaders understand their followers’ needs.

StrengthsQuest is designed to
assist students in discovering and
developing their strengths, particularly as they pertain to academics and career. It makes use

of StrengthsFinder, an instrument
developed by Gallup, that focuses on identifying and investing in
one’s top talents to turn them into
strengths, rather than expending
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Resources for further study:
Buckingham, Marcus and Clifton, Donald O. Ph.D., Now Discover Your Strengths
Clifton, Donald O. and Anderson, Edward “Chip”, StrengthsQuest: Discover and Develop Your
Strengths in Academics, Career and Beyond
Conchie, Barry and Rath, Tom, Strengths Based Leadership
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entire team of people’s preferEach direction
ences and strengths. At its best,
has strengths and
students become more aware of
own style and more cognipotential weaknesses their
zant of the style of others so the
whole team might work together
as well as
more effectively.
a primary “human
Using the Leadership
resource” such as
power (north), love Compass
The Leadership Compass exercise
is designed for a group.
(south), wisdom
However, if you have not had
(west), and
the opportunity to experience it
with a group, you can still benefit
vision (east).

Leadership Compass
The Leadership Compass exercise, as developed by the Bonner
Foundation curriculum, has become a popular tool among student
leaders.

Perhaps because of its simplicity, it is common for

students to refer to themselves or to others as a “west” or a “south,”
describing the leadership direction that best fits them.

The Leadership Compass allows for self-analysis regarding
one’s preferred way of working
on a team or of leading, particularly regarding decision-making.
Historically, it draws from a Na-

tive American Indian-based practice called the Medicine Wheel
or the Four-Fold Way. The four
directions are described as warrior (north), healer (south), teacher
(west) and visionary (east). Each
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direction implies strengths and
potential weaknesses as well as a
primary “human resource” such as
power (north), love (south), wisdom (west) and vision (east).
The exercise enables participants to explore the four primary
work styles as a tool for self-reflection and leadership growth. It
is also a tool for bolstering team
accountability by pushing people
to consider the way in which their
style(s) plays out on a team and
how each person might become
better at changing work styles
to balance a team or adapt to a
given work situation.
As participants are asked to pick
a primary and secondary direction
that most accurately describes
them, it provides a visual to the

by reviewing it as described and
learning a bit more about yourself
while also recognizing some of
the work style characteristics of
people you know.
Identify your area of strength
by asking yourself these questions as you look through the approaches to work/work style of
each direction:
◗ What’s your first inclination
when you get a new project?
◗ What’s your tendency when
you’re under pressure?
◗ What feedback have you been
given about yourself?
◗What seems most comfortable?
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South (Healer)

 Understands how people need to receive information in order to act on it
 Integrates others’ input in determining direction of what’s happening
 Value-driven regarding aspects of professional life
 Uses professional relationships to accomplish tasks, interaction is a primary
way of getting things done
 Supportive to colleagues and peers
 Willingness to trust others’ statements at face value
 Feeling-based, trusts own emotions and intuition, intuition regarded as “truth”
 Receptive to others’ ideas, builds on ideas, team player, noncompetitive
 Able to focus on the present
 Values words like “right” and “fair”

East (Visionary)

 Visionary who sees the big picture
 Generative and creative thinker, able to think outside the box
 Very idea-oriented; focuses on future thought
 Makes decisions by standing in the future (insight/imagination)
 Insight into mission and purpose
 Looks for overarching themes, ideas
 Adept at and enjoys problem-solving
 Likes to experiment, explore
 Appreciates a lot of information
 Values words like “option,” “possibility,” “imagine”

West (Teacher)
Approaches to work/work style
North (Warrior)

 Assertive, active, decisive
 Likes to determine course of events and be in control of professional
relationship
 Enjoys challenges presented by difficult situations and people
 Thinks in terms of “bottom line”
 Quick to act or decide; expresses urgency for others to take action
 Perseveres, not stopped by hearing “No,” probes and presses to get at
hidden resistances
 Likes variety, novelty, new projects
 Comfortable being in front
 Values action-oriented phrases, “Do it now!”, “I’ll do it”, “What’s the bottom
line?”
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 Understands what information is needed to assist in decision-making
 Seen as practical, dependable and thorough in task situations
 Provides planning and resources, is helpful to others in these ways and
comes through for the team
 Moves carefully and follows procedures and guidelines
 Uses data analysis and logic to make decisions
 Weighs all sides of an issue, balanced
 Introspective, self-analytical, critical thinker
 Skilled at finding fatal flaws in an idea or project
 Maximizes existing resources—gets the most out of what has been done in
the past
 Values word like “objective,” “analysis”

After you’ve settled on a direction, answer the following questions:
1. What’s really great about being your direction?
2. What’s really hard about being your direction?
3. What’s difficult about working with the other directions?
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When you take your direction to an extreme, or are inflexible with
your style, what do you think the other directions are saying about
working with you? After you have thought about this, look at the lists
of overuse/extremes for each direction.

Overuse: style taken to excess
North (Warrior)

 Can easily overlook process and comprehensive strategic planning when
driven by need to act and decide
 Can get defensive, argue, try to “out expert” others
 Can lose patience, pushes for decision before it’s time, avoids discussion
 Can be autocratic, want things their way, has difficulty being a team member
 Sees things in terms of black and white, not much tolerance for ambiguity
 May go beyond limits, get impulsive, disregard practical issues
 Not heedful of others’ feelings, may be perceived as cold
 Has trouble relinquishing control—find it hard to delegate, “If you want
something done right, do it yourself!”

South (Healer)

 Can lose focus on goals when believes relationships or people’s needs are
being compromised
 Has trouble saying “No” to requests
 Internalizes difficulty and assumes blame
 Prone to disappointment when relationship is seen as secondary to task
 Difficulty confronting or handling anger (own or others’); may be manipulated
by emotions
 Can over-compromise in order to avoid conflict
 Immersed in the present or now, loses track of time, may not take action or
see long-range view
 Can become too focused on the process at the expense of accomplishing goals

East (Visionary)

 Can put too much emphasis on vision at the expense of action or details
 Can lose focus on tasks
 Poor follow-through on projects, can develop a reputation for lack of
dependability and attention to detail
 Not time-bound, may lose track of time
 Tends to be highly enthusiastic early on, then burns out over the long haul
 May lose interest in projects that do not have a comprehensive vision
 May find self frustrated and overwhelmed when outcomes are not in line
with vision

West (Teacher)

 Can be bogged down by information, doing analysis at the expense of
moving forward
 Can become stubborn and entrenched in position
 Can be indecisive, collect unnecessary data, mired in details, “analysis
paralysis”
 May appear cold, withdrawn with respect to others’ working styles
 Tendency toward remaining on the sidelines, watchfulness, observation
 Can become distanced
 May be seen as insensitive to others’ emotions or resistant to change

Is there anything that surprised you? What did you learn about yourself? How might you use any of this information?

Resources for further study:
Arrien, Angeles, The Fourfold Way
The Leadership Compass, http://www.bonner.org/resources/modules/modules_pdf/
BonCurLeadershipCompass.pdf
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Part III

Centering Prayer
The Jesus Prayer
Lectio Divina
Solitude
Sabbath
Service

PART III

A Model of Vocational Discernment:
offering yourself through spiritual disciplines,
personal retreat, discernment group

Chapter 6: Practicing the Disciplines
“How can we hear the voice of God unless we are familiar with it?”



-Joan Chittister, Wisdom Distilled for the Daily
Activities, people and media compete for our attention daily. We
long to be able to discern God’s voice amidst the busyness and
noise. Practicing spiritual disciplines creates space to hear and
become familiar with the voice of God.
Choose at least two disciplines from this section to practice
regularly.
Practicing these individual disciplines throughout this process
will help condition and tune your heart and mind for the individual
solitude retreat as well as tune your ears to hear during the group
discernment process.
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each of us. Yet they and we are
urged to listen as God continues
to earnestly seek us. “Listen! I am
standing at the door, knocking. If
you hear my voice and open the
door, I will come in to you and eat
with you, and you with me” (Rev.
3:21).

Result of Centering Prayer

“In Centering Prayer, we
go beyond thought and
image, beyond the senses
and the rational mind, to
that center of our being
where God is working a
wonderful work.”
-Basil Pennington
Centering Prayer

Personal—The result of Cen-

Centering Prayer
Centering Prayer strengthens the relationship between a human
person and the infinite God. In Centering Prayer, the Holy Spirit
works within us to teach and mold us spiritually in ways we may
not know or understand. The hidden wisdom of God is revealed to
us only through the Holy Spirit. The Cloud of Unknowing promotes
this form of prayer as moving beyond thinking into a place of utter
stillness with God.

Centering Prayer grew out of
the writings and reflections of the
Desert Fathers. As those in the
West began to desire and learn
ways of contemplative prayer,
they looked to the East. John
Cassian, after 20 years in the desert, established two monasteries

where contemplative spirituality
was practiced.
Centering Prayer is a way to be
open to God’s presence. Revelation 3:14-21 tells of the complacency of the church in Laodicea.
God knew the lukewarm nature of
the church in Laodicea and knows
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tering Prayer is not necessarily a
word from the Lord or a divine
revelation. Those who are experienced in this type of prayer emphasize that the person praying
should not attempt to evaluate
progress by what happens on the
level of thought or feelings during
prayer. Rather, Centering Prayer
comes to fruition not in the minutes it is practiced, but throughout the day and throughout life.
Over time, progress is most often seen through the manifestation in our lives of the fruit of the
Sprit: love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, generosity, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control.
For the sake of others—As
we listen for the call of God in
our lives, we utter the words Eli
instructed Samuel to say: “Speak,
Lord, for your servant is listening.”1
Though we may not know the
answers, we can listen and also
teach others to listen. Basil Pen-

nington contends that if we dare
to forget ourselves for the sake
of our brothers and sisters, God
will make up for our insufficiencies
and make our words life-giving to
others. “We will not be just pipes,
but reservoirs, giving out of the
fullness we have received. Such
is the mercy of God.”2

Practicing Centering Prayer
While the process of Centering Prayer won’t necessarily flow
in a step-by-step process, these
suggestions may help you begin:
Set aside time. A good balance is to practice Centering
Prayer 20 minutes in the morning
and evening each day. However,
you may want to begin with 10
minutes and work up to 20 minutes.
Get comfortable. As you
sit comfortably with your eyes
closed, let yourself center down.
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Come out of prayer slowly.
At the end of your prayer time,
take a couple of minutes to come
out of the silence—even if you
don’t feel you need it. Some people find this a good time to internally express to God their thanks
and to pray for others in need of
God’s grace. Slowly reciting the
Lord’s Prayer is another gentle
way to come out of the Centering Prayer.
Journal. Though this is not the
focus of Centering Prayer, if there
are particular thoughts, themes or
prayers that you wish to remember from the time of Centering
Prayer, record them in your journal.
Take a deep breath and let it out.
Let go of all the thoughts, tensions and sensations you may
feel. Begin to rest in the love of
God who dwells within.
Choose your word. Choose
a word to symbolize your intention to surrender to God’s presence, and let the word be greatly
present within you. The word
should be one or two syllables,
and should direct your thoughts
toward God (e.g., holy, God, love,
peace, grace, mercy, etc.).

gifts God gives, but in holy worship and adoration. Center your
attention and desire on God, letting this be the sole concern of
your mind and heart. Sit. Listen.
Be.

Return to your word as
distractions come. When you

become aware of distracting
thoughts, sounds or questions,
take this as your signal to gently
return to your word, the symbol
of your intention to let go and
rest in God’s presence. Use this
Lift your heart to the Lord. word as your shield and your
As you sit quietly, lift your heart spear against things that take
to God. Desire God, not for the your focus from God.
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“The unspiritual self,
just as it is by nature,
can’t receive the gifts of
God’s Spirit. There’s
no capacity for them.
They seem like so
much silliness. Spirit
can be known only by
spirit—God’s Spirit
and our spirits in open
communion. Spiritually
alive, we have access to
everything God’s Spirit
is doing, and can’t be
judged by unspiritual
critics. Isaiah’s question,
“Is there anyone around
who knows God’s Spirit,
anyone who knows what
he is doing?” has been
answered: Christ knows,
and we have Christ’s
Spirit.”
I Corinthians 2:14-16 The Message

Resources for further study:
Anonymous, The Cloud of Unknowing
Bourgeault, Cynthia, Centering Prayer and the Inner Awakening
Jones, Tony, The Sacred Way
Keating, Thomas, Intimacy with God: An Introduction to Centering Prayer
Pennington, M. Basil, Centering Prayer
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Repeating this simple prayer is
one way to “practice the presence
of Christ,” as Brother Lawrence
suggests. It may also be a way
to catch a glimpse into “praying
without ceasing,” as the apostle
Paul suggests in I Thessalonians
5:17.

The Way of a Pilgrim

The Jesus Prayer
“Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner.”
This simple prayer, termed “the Jesus Prayer,” was derived from
Scripture and has long been used by Christians in the East as a form
of contemplative prayer. More recently, understanding and use of
the Jesus Prayer has spread from the Eastern Orthodox tradition
into the lives and spirituality of many Western Christians.
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The Way of a Pilgrim, written by
an unknown nineteenth-century
Russian peasant, tells the story of
a poor Russian peasant travelling
around Russia and Siberia, yearning to understand what it means to
“pray without ceasing.” This story
is summarized as follows by Tony
Jones in The Sacred Way.
Sometime in the middle of the
19th century, a young man in his
20s set out on a quest. His wife
had just died, and his right hand
was withered from a childhood
accident, making it uncommonly
difficult for him to find work. He
began to wander the countryside of his native Russia. He was
embarking on a quest because
he had recently heard in a church
the Apostle Paul’s exhortations
to “pray without ceasing” and to
“pray in the Spirit on all occasions,”
and he wanted to know if it was
truly possible to maintain this kind
of constant prayer.
Taking this biblical appeal more

The young man
posed to him the
question of his quest:
“Is unceasing prayer
possible?”
seriously than one might expect,
he walked from town to town,
seeking out priests, monks, and
other wise elders who might help
him answer this question. One
day, while walking along a country road, a man in the clothing of a
monk came to be walking alongside him. The young man posed
to him the question of his quest:
“Is unceasing prayer possible?”
The old monk answered that indeed, it is possible to continually
pray, and he invited the young
man back to his monastery a few
miles up the road to learn more
about this.
As they approached the monastery, the old man explained
that true ceaseless prayer comes
in quieting the mind and making
the mind one with the heart. As
they entered the old man’s cell,
the young man was about to
burst with curiosity: “Please, be
gracious, Reverend Father, and
explain the meaning of ceaseless
mental prayer to me and show me
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how I can learn to practice it!”
The old hermit explained, “The
ceaseless Jesus Prayer is a continuous, uninterrupted call on the
holy name of Jesus Christ with
the lips, mind, and heart; and in the
awareness of His abiding presence it is a plea for His blessing in
all undertakings, in all places, at all
times, even in sleep. The words of
the Prayer are: ‘Lord Jesus Christ,
have mercy on me.’ Anyone who
becomes accustomed to this
prayer will experience great comfort as well as the need to say it
continuously. He will become accustomed to it to such a degree
that he will not be able to do without it and eventually the prayer
will flow in him.”

Then the old hermit handed the
young pilgrim a book, the Philokalia, the collected works of the
Desert Fathers, and pointed to
him the passages regarding the
Jesus Prayer. The young man
found a hut in which to live and he
spent a week studying the selections from the Philokalia. He then
went back to the old monk and
asked him to become his starets,
his spiritual director. The old man
agreed and told the young man to
go back to his hut and recite the
prayer 3,000 times per day. He
also gave the young man a prayer
rope with 100 knots to keep track
of the number of recitations.
Although the first two days
were challenging, the young man
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soon found the prayer to be easy
and delightful. A week later, he returned to his starets and told him
these things. The old man told
him to increase the repetitions to
6,000 per day. Within 10 days,
the young pilgrim had grown so
accustomed to the prayer that
he felt as though something was
missing when he wasn’t saying it,
and this he told to his starets at
their next meeting. “Do not waste
any time,” the starets replied, “but
decide, with the help of God, to
recite the prayer 12,000 times a
day. Rise earlier and retire later;
stay alone, and every two weeks
come to me for direction.”
At first, the young man had
great difficulty in following the
hermit’s direction. His tongue
went numb and his jaw got tight.
His thumb ached and his forearm swelled from working the
rope. But as the days passed, the
prayer became the air that the pilgrim breathed; it woke him up in
the morning, it overwhelmed him
during the day, and he dreamed
about it at night. Every recitation was pure joy, filling him with
both emotional and physical light.
He began to feel love for everyone he met, considering each his
brother or sister.
Shortly thereafter, the young
pilgrim’s starets died and the pil-

...the prayer became
the air that the
pilgrim breathed;
it woke him up
in the morning, it
overwhelmed him
during the day, and
he dreamed about it
at night.
grim began once again to wander
the Russian steppe country. He
met many people along the way,
many of whom he taught about
the prayer. On summer nights he
slept under trees, and in winter
he found for himself some kind
of humble lodging. All the while,
whether walking or resting, eating or sleeping, contemplating or
working, he recited the prayer,
and the prayer became one with
him, reflecting his breath and his
heartbeat.3
Whether this story is fiction or
fact, it can inspire us to learn to
pray without ceasing as we invoke the name of Jesus in prayer.

Prayer rope bracelet
A prayer rope bracelet can help
you as you pray the Jesus Prayer.
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Similar to the prayer rope of the
pilgrim, the bracelet has knots
that can be felt as the prayer is
recited. A single bead is on the
bracelet, letting you know that
you have completed the bracelet.

“When defensiveness
falls away and humility
flows in, you become
able to love others with
the love that God has
for them, and even
count others better than
yourselves, as St. Paul
urged the Philippians
(Phil. 2:3).”

Reciting the prayer
While you may recite this prayer
anytime and anywhere, it may be
helpful to begin with this process:
1) Find a quiet space. In the beginning, you may wish to find a
quiet and private place in which to
recite the Jesus Prayer.
2) Breathe deeply and relax.
3) Begin to recite the prayer
while fingering the knots on your
prayer bracelet. Brother Ramon
and Bishop Simon BarringtonWard in Praying the Jesus Prayer
Together suggest reciting the
prayer to the breathing rhythms
of your body.
4) After you are relaxed, focus
on Christ and quietly repeat the
words of the Jesus prayer.

- Frederica Mathewes-Green

Use your outbreaths and inbreaths to
breathe the prayer.
Inhalation: Lord Jesus Christ
Hold: Son of God
Exhalation: Have mercy on me,

a sinner
Let the prayer become part of
your regular day. When the reciting of this prayer becomes more
familiar to you, you may wish to
look around or go for a walk as
you recite the prayer or just recite it amidst your daily activities.

Lectio Divina
“The practice of lectio divina goes back to the early centuries of
the church and was made popular by Benedict of Nursa, the founder
of the Benedictine monastic order. Distinct from other ways of
approaching the Bible, lectio divina (spiritual reading) is the primary
mode of reading the Bible for transformation. There is a place for
reading large portions of the Bible in one sitting, such as an entire
book, but this is not it. Here we are concerned with depth rather
than breadth. There is also a place for Bible study, in which we
apply exegetical tools of interpretation, but this is not “study” per
se. Rather, lectio is a way of allowing the mind to “descend” into

Resources for further study:
Anonymous, The Way of a Pilgrim
Brianchaninov, St. Ignatius, On the Prayer of Jesus
Mathewes- Green, Frederica, The Jesus Prayer: The Ancient Desert Prayer that Tunes the
Heart to God
Jones, Tony, The Sacred Way
Brother Ramon and Bishop Simon Barrington-Ward, Praying the Jesus Prayer Together
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the heart, so that both mind and heart might be drawn into the love
and goodness of God. Our goal is immersion. We are shaped by
the environment in which we live and breathe and interact. Lectio
immerses us in the deep and timeless waters of God that more of
God’s eternal life might flow into our time-bound lives.”
-Eugene Peterson
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Basics of Lectio Divina
Reading with a listening spirit (lectio):
Allow a word or phrase to arise out of the text and focus on it (e.g.,
peace, desert, grace, Jesus, faith). Listen deeply to the text.
Ears: I listen for a word to hear.

Reflecting on what we are hearing (meditatio):
Reflect, ruminate, ponder the word and its concept, wonder about its
meaning for your life, wonder how God might want to communicate
to you through this word or phrase.
Eyes: I see (imagine) the word for me.

Praying in response to this hearing (oratio):
Respond spontaneously in prayer, keeping your heart and mind open
to God. God will prompt you to pray, responding to what is revealed
to you.
Heart: I actively engage my heart in response.

Contemplating what we will carry forward into our lives (contemplatio):
Contemplate. Wonder what God might have you do as you trust
God’s revelation to you. Rest in what is shown to you and rest in
God’s presence.
Soul: I rest in God’s presence, dark or light though it may be.
When these elements are combined regardless of sequence, they
lead the human spirit into a dynamic interaction with the Holy Spirit.

Process of Lectio Divina
Center down/focus. Become
physically centered and alert by
sitting upright in a comfortable
chair and by breathing deep to
let go of muscle tension. Become
spiritually centered by asking the
Holy Spirit to come and guide your

experience, keep you open, protect
you from the enemy, surround you
with the peace of God.
Pick a short Scripture text. It
may be just one verse or several.
Read the text slowly. Listen for
a word or a phrase that seems to
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impact you or touch your life.
Ask how your life is touched
by this word or phrase. Write
down or speak forth one or two
sentences that indicate how your
life is touched. Meditate on a
concept, idea, word or phrase that
stands out in the passage. Don’t
be in a hurry to “make something
happen” but let the image, phrase,
word or idea find you.
Read the text again, slowly.
Pray, giving your thoughts
as an offering back to God
in thanksgiving. Petition for
guidance or forgiveness. Rest in
God’s presence.
Ask what God is inviting you
to do. How might God be leading
you to respond to this word or

Contemplate. Wonder
what God might have
you do as you trust
God’s revelation to
you. Rest in God’s
presence.
phrase that is touching your life?
Read the text again slowly, and
let your imagination take you
where God wants you to go.
Meditation is at the heart of lectio.
Think about it over and over in
your mind until you can see it and
visualize it. Use all your senses
and your imagination so it comes
alive within you. Contemplate.
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Remain in silence, listening to God. obedience to what God is asking
Pray. Out of this text, pray that you to do.
you will be able to respond in
If you experience wandering thoughts . . .
1. Write down your wondering thoughts to help you let them go.
2. Use that wondering thought as a prayer path—does God want you
to pray for something in that wandering?
3. If you are distracted by a noise or sight, “name it,” and then let it go.

Solitude
For those who are feeling hurried and frazzled, live in a residence
hall, or are introverts, solitude may sound like a welcome heavenly
place of peace and quiet.

For others, solitude feels unnatural,

isolating and lonely. It means being separated from beloved people
and other life-giving attachments. Dietrich Bonhoeffer warns, “Let
him who cannot be alone beware of being in community.” 4 We need
to be comfortable in the presence of God.

Resources for further study:
Hall, R.C.,Thelma, Too Deep for Words: Rediscovering Lectio Divina
Jones, Tony, The Sacred Way
Peterson, Eugene, Eat This Book: A Conversation in the Art of Spiritual Reading
Schultz, Karl A. How to Pray With the Bible: The Ancient Prayer Form of Lectio Divina Made
Simple
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In solitude, we are faced with being real before God. Without the
many distractions of people and
technology, we may be in a better position to hear the Holy Spirit.
Solitude also offers us an opportunity for reflection. As we attempt
to review what has happened, who

we are, and where we desire to be,
insights occur as we are able to
consider and process.

A personal journey. . .
It was day four. At the moment,
I was lying on a cold hard wooden
table, the only piece of furniture
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in a little chapel tucked away at
a camp in the Black Hills of South
Dakota. I had read my Bible, done
Centering Prayer, prayed for everyone I knew, journaled all my
thoughts and feelings, and even
taken a nap. And there were still
another couple of hours until dinner that night.
As I lay there, I became aware
of my smallness, my insignificance, my own identity. I wondered what would happen if my
connections that seemed to define me were taken away. Who
would I be without my friends,
family, job, church and accomplishments? Was I only someone
in relationship to other people?
Though I would return to these
relationships in a couple of days,
it was just me and God in these
moments. God used the solitude
to make me look deep within and
remind me that things on earth are
fleeting.
I was in seminary and on a fiveday solitude retreat with a January-term class titled “Wilderness
Theology.” A friend persuaded
me it would be “fun.” We had no
idea of the joy we’d experience,
the struggles we’d face or how
God would meet us.
I am an extrovert. Up until
this time, I would have chosen
a cozy fire, a cup of coffee and

good conversation or games with
friends in the camp lodge. I was
one who needed to be “forced” to
pursue solitude.
Since that time, retreats of solitude have continued to be part
of my life. Most of these have
been one day or half day times of
solitude. What I have learned is
that regular times of being “apart”
seem to be critical for me to hear
the voice of God. It is during
these times that I am most able
to push aside distractions, ask the
hard questions and stop to listen
to God.

Solitude contributes to
community . . .
We know that Christians are
called into and formed by community. However, to be healthy
and contribute well to group life,
it is important for each person to
also nurture and grow their inner
individual life.

Solitude as a “container”. . .
Adele Ahlberg Calhoun terms
solitude a “container” discipline.
Solitude is uninterrupted, distraction-free time set aside to be
alone with God in which to practice other spiritual disciplines. It
opens space to meet God. While
we may search for guidance in
times of solitude, guidance may
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“Without solitude it is virtually impossible to live a
spiritual life. Solitude begins with a time and place for
God, and God alone. If we really believe that God not
only exists, but also is actively present in our lives—
healing, teaching, and guiding— we need to set aside
a time and space to give God our undivided attention.
Jesus says, ‘Go to your private room and, when you
have shut your door, pray to your Father who is in that
secret place’ (Matt. 6:6).”
-Henri Nouwen,
Making All Things New

come simply in the context of our
Discipline yourself to turn your
willingness to be with God openly phone off and not connect to the
and with a spirit of vulnerability.
Internet. Tell a friend where you
will be in case of emergencies.
Bring your Bible, journal, water
Practicing solitude
Practicing solitude involves be- bottle and snack.
Enjoy the time by practicing a
ing in a space free from competing noise, social contact or stim- variety of spiritual disciplines. Be
ulation in order to give God the sure to allow time to just “be” before God—giving an opportunity
time and space.
Look for a prayer room on for you to hear.
Enjoy a short walk or stretchcampus, ask a local church if you
can use a small space for the day, ing time to keep your body alert.
or reserve a place at a monastery Journal thoughts, insights or
prayers of the day.
or camp.
Resources for further study:
Barton, Ruth Haley, Invitation to Solitude and Silence
Bonhoeffer, Dietrich, Life Together
Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook
Foster, Richard Celebration of Discipline
Nouwen, Henri, Making All Things New
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Sabbath
What does it mean to observe or keep the Sabbath? Is it necessary?
Is it helpful? How should the time be spent? Do I need to be still
and read my Bible all day? Is it okay to study for class, wash my
car, watch football, go shopping, eat out or clean my room on
Sunday?

Sabbath comes from the Hebrew word Shabbat, which means
“to cease.” As early as creation,
Scripture recognizes the rhythm
of six days of work with one day
when work ceases. A regular pattern of rest contributes to physical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. God teaches the people
of Israel to share in the blessing
of this day through the sending

of manna six days of the week.
They are commanded to gather
enough only for the day, trusting
there will be more the next day.
Those who gathered extra found
it rotted on the following morning. On the sixth day, when they
are instructed to gather enough
for that day plus the next, the extra miraculously stays fresh.
The implication of Sabbath
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“ceasing” is that there is to be a
ceasing of our work and of those
things that draw us away from
God. The people of Israel were to
do no work. But there is also a call
to rest from productivity and accomplishment and remember that
we are God’s as we refrain from
anxiety, worry and tension. We
can cease our control and possessiveness and trust God’s provision for us just like those who
collected the two-day supply of
manna for the Sabbath.
The Sabbath is given special
status among the other days. All
creation is declared good, but
only the Sabbath is sanctified.5
The command is to “make the
Sabbath holy.” The Sabbath was a
sign between God and the Israelites as a way to declare that they
were God’s people. This was not
only for the generation of Moses,
but observing the Sabbath was
an expectation of generations to
come.6 Judaism has a long history
of meaningfully observing Sabbath.

“Sabbath ceasing
(means) to cease not
only from work itself,
but also from the need
to accomplish and be
productive, from the
worry and tension that
accompany our efforts
to be in control of our
lives as if we were God,
from our possessiveness
and our enculturation,
and finally, from
the humdrum and
meaninglessness that
result when life is
pursued without the
Lord at the center of it
all.”
-Marva J. Dawn
Keeping the Sabbath Wholly

more way to be successful or
productive, an obligation to fulfill or a burden to carry, then the
spirit of the Sabbath will be violated. It is helpful to see Christ as
Lord of the Sabbath, rather than
Practicing the Sabbath
It is important to consider the view keeping the Sabbath as a lemeaning of Sabbath and deter- galistic obligation.
Look at your weekly schedule
mine what Sabbath activities
would best renew your spirit and and determine what day would
draw you closer to God. If the work best for a Sabbath and
various activities become one where you’d like to begin (e.g.,
part or all of Sunday, Saturday
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evening to Sunday evening, anRefrain from
other day). If you can’t set aside a
activities that
24-hour period, think about ways
and times you can be intentional
summon worry.
about taking a break and setting
aside time for rest and relaxation. Practice thanksgiving
Spend some time in prayer and
as way to cease
reflection examining your attitudes and actions regarding Sabworry.
bath, things you may need to
“cease” on the Sabbath, and what spend your time on the Sabit is that draws you closer to God bath. What elements are imand replenishes your soul. Peace portant for you to include?
is not only absence, but also fulfillment.

Some suggestions:

What is my current practice of Sabbath? How satisfied am I with it?
Do I believe it is spiritual to overwork
and unspiritual to rest? If so, where did I
get that idea?
When I’ve been unable to physically rest,
how has it affected those around me?
What causes me worry and stress?
What has control over me? What am I
obsessed with doing or finishing? What
effect does that have on me?
If I truly take a Sabbath, what do I fear
might happen?
When last did I enjoy a prolonged period in God’s presence? What did that
do for me?
What things draw me close to God and
restore my soul?

Determine how you’d like to

Celebrate in corporate worship.
Observation of the Sabbath included gathering with others for
worship. Though keeping Sabbath is an individual discipline,
worship is a corporate discipline
that enables individuals to keep
the focus of Sabbath.
Practice individual time with
God. Practice spiritual disciplines.
Spend time in prayer, solitude,
Scripture reading, journaling, etc.
Set aside time for community.
Enjoy leisurely visits and conversation with friends and/or family. Plan a special outing. Enlist
a friend and practice Sabbath together.
Enjoy leisure through music, nature, physical activity, food, etc.
Refrain from activities that sum-
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mon worry. Practice thanksgiving
as way to cease worry.
Embrace the Jewish Sabbath
Prayer: “Days pass, years vanish,
and we walk sightless among miracles.” Consider what activities
help you see the miracles of God
more clearly.
Say a prayer to usher in and out
the Sabbath. Commit your work
to God as you put it away to begin Sabbath.

“Like a path through the
forest, Sabbath creates
a marker for ourselves
so, if we are lost, we can
find our way back to our
center.”
-Wayne Muller
Sabbath: Finding Rest, Renewal,
and Delight in Our Busy Lives

Resources for further study:
Baab, Lynne M., Sabbath Keeping
Bass, Dorothy, Practicing our Faith
Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices That Transform Us.
Dawn, Marva, Keeping the Sabbath Wholly
Foster, Richard J., Celebration of Discipline
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Most of us spend our lives aspiring to jobs in higher positions where
we will often be served. It takes intentionality to examine our own
motivations for our actions and attitudes toward others. True service
and self-righteous service are described by Richard Foster as follows:

SELF-RIGHTEOUS SERVICE

TRUE SERVICE

Comes through human effort
Expends energy to “help people”
Requires external rewards—
needs to know people appreciate
the effort

Comes though God’s divine urgings
No frantic expenditure of energy
Content in hiddenness—doesn’t fear
or seek attention

Concerned about results
Picks and chooses who to serve

Doesn’t need to calculate results
Can serve enemies as freely as
friends
Service disciplines the feelings
Builds community—draws, binds,
heals

Feelings discipline the service
Fractures community—individual
centered

Service
Though service may be considered an outward discipline rather
than a contemplative one, it is a vital part of the Christian’s life
given that our spiritual formation and our calling are for the sake
of others. Also, one might argue that service is a condition of the
heart as much as it involves carrying out acts of service. With the
surge of volunteerism and short-term mission, travel and adventure
are often equated with service. Doing acts of service is not the
same as living in the discipline of service.

When the disciples seemed
to have trouble deciding who
among them was the greatest,
Jesus washed their feet. Perhaps
their real concern was not who
was the greatest but rather fear

about who was the least. What
a surprise it was when Jesus took
on the role of least by washing
their feet. Jesus’ authority was
not found in a position or title, but
in a towel.
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Humility & service
Humility is worked into our lives
through the discipline of service,
but can’t be gained by seeking
it. Service may be the most
conducive ground for the growth
of humility. Serving in hiddenness
is a way to check our egos and
motivations for service. Richard
Foster contends that “when we
set out on a consciously chosen
course of action that accents the
good of others and is, for the
most part, a hidden work, a deep
change occurs in our spirits.”7

“Nothing disciplines the
inordinate desires of the
flesh like service, and
nothing transforms the
desires of the flesh like
serving in hiddenness.”
-Richard Foster
Celebration of Discipline

service? If service is to be done
without fanfare, then how might
one exercise gifts of leadership in
the area of service? Because of an
incomplete definition of humility,
many Christians are tempted to
Leading & service
serve without leading. What might
What does it look like to lead in
you do to inspire others to serve
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❫ hospitality
❫ listening
❫ bearing one another’s burdens
❫ sharing the word of life with
one another
❫ valuing—communicating to
people that they have just
as much to offer you as you
have to offer them
◗ Practice serving in hiddenness.
If all service is before others, we
will be shallow people.

or facilitate the service of others
without highlighting yourself? As
you hear God’s voice, what fears
might you need to overcome?
Challenge yourself to lead from a
position of humble service.

Serving Exercises
◗ Pray: “Lord Jesus, as it would
please you, bring me someone
today whom I can serve.”
◗ Ask God to reveal a need to
you. Then challenge yourself to
meet it without telling anyone.
◗ Involve yourself in a local nonprofit and serve there regularly.
◗ Use your gifts in this next
month to benefit others. If you
aren’t aware of your gifts, ask a

trusted friend who knows you
well.
◗ Get to know a missionary and
find out what they need or how
you might best serve them.
◗ Spend some time reading and
studying the Gospels to discover
what Jesus said about serving
and how Jesus modeled service.
◗ Sign on to set up or take down
an event. This part of helping
with an event is generally the
least recognized or sought after.
◗ Expand your definition of
service to include and practice
the service of . . .
❫ guarding the reputation of
others
❫ being served
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Developing a heart of service is
about becoming a particular kind
of person. We must be someone
who truly thinks of and sees
other people. Thinking of others
is the outgrowth of spiritual and
personal maturity. How we serve
is a reflection of our spiritual
health. When we choose to serve,
we are still in charge. When we

“We will never really
serve others unless we
see that the needs of
our neighbors are as
real and important as
our own. When we are
preoccupied with our
own concerns, much
of the world is simply
invisible to us.
Service is rooted in
seeing– in seeing others as
God does.”
-Adele Ahlberg Calhoun
Spiritual Disciplines Handbook

choose to be a servant, we give
up the right to be in charge. As
we surrender to God the right
to decide who and when we will
serve, we become available and
vulnerable.

Resources for further study:
Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg, Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices That Transform Us.
Claiborne, Shane and Perkins, John, Follow me to Freedom
Foster, Richard, Celebration of Discipline
Johnson, Jan, Service and Secrecy
Jones, Tony,

The Sacred Way

www.thesimpleway.org
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The purposes of this retreat are:
to learn more about yourself
as you reflect upon and listen to
God regarding your life story.
◗ to identify major questions or
areas of your life about which you
wish to ask others to join you in
prayer.
◗ to rest in the Divine Presence of
God.
Who we are is uniquely shaped
by God through many things. We
each have families of origin, natural strengths, developed talents,
personality characteristics, experiences, academic learning, faith
journeys and ways we interact
with the world that contribute to
our identity. We understand our
place in God’s world more fully as
we reflect upon our own story.
◗

Chapter 7: Taking a Solitude and
Reflection Retreat
“Retreat is a deliberate attempt to place your life before
God to seek a deeper awareness of the Divine Presence.”
-Ben Campbell Johnson and Paul H. Lang, Time Away

The retreat venue is ideal to help you address the persistent
questions of your life. A day-long retreat will allow the time and
space needed to reflect upon various facets of your life story as
you listen to God, seeking wisdom and understanding.
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“God writes our story
with great passion and
desire, and he reveals
our own passions and
desires as we read and
listen to our story. . . So,
take seriously the story
that God has given you
to live. It’s time to read
your own life, because
your story is the one that
could set us all ablaze.”

			

-Dan B. Allender
To Be Told

time periods may work for some,
but are generally not optimal. This
may be the easiest to accomplish
on a weekend. However, if your
schedule allows, setting aside a
weekday afternoon and evening
Preparation
Time. People think, process, re- is a good alternative.
If you wish to have more time to
flect, listen and pray in different ways and at different paces. rest, reflect, be and listen on your
You’ll need to have adequate retreat, consider previewing the
time to complete the reflection story areas and perhaps reflectand listening exercises without ing upon/answering some of the
feeling hurried. If you are not able questions prior to the retreat.
to complete the questions in the
time you have allotted, set aside Place. A quiet and comfortable place where you will not be
another time to finish.
Reserve at least an eight-hour disturbed is a necessity. Your
block of time for your retreat. residence hall room or apartment
This will allow time for you to re- is likely not that place. It should
flect, pray and listen. Two shorter be free of people and distracting sounds and smells. It should
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include a place where you can
comfortably write, read, sit, stand
and pray.
Local churches are often great
places to find a quiet environment. Even if there is activity in
some areas of the church, there is
likely a classroom or perhaps the
sanctuary that will be empty and
quiet. Call or stop by the church
office to ask about the possibility.
Most churches are glad for their
facilities to be used for a personal
retreat where people are seeking
to connect with and listen to God.
Secluded outdoor parks may
also be options if the temperature
is moderate, the bugs are under
control, and there is a comfortable
place for you to write. If you’d like
to stay on campus, there may be
an empty classroom or another
room that you could inhabit for
the day.

Journal or notebook. Bring
something that has lots of room
that you can easily write in. If
you would rather journal on your
computer, remember to bring a
power cord.
◗ Watch or clock. Unless you
have unlimited time, you’ll want
to bring a watch or clock so you
can pace yourself and finish the
assignments. However, do not
become bound to the schedule.
Allow enough time so you don’t
feel rushed.
◗ Gather resources. Find and bring
with you the results of your personal leadership resources (MBTI,
StrengthsQuest, and Leadership
Compass).
◗ Electronics. It is best to leave
your cell phone at home as you
will likely be tempted to look at
it. Let a friend know where you
will be so they can find you in
case of an emergency. If you’d
Packing list. Be prepared for the like to journal using your comday so you don’t need to inter- puter rather than a pen/notebook,
rupt your retreat time by going you’ll need to discipline yourself
back for something you’ve for- to not connect to the Internet or
gotten.
to become distracted by other
◗ Food and drink. Pack a lunch, documents/games available to
you. If you bring an iPod, use it
snacks and your water bottle.
◗ Bible. You’ll want your favorite sparingly to listen to a favorBible to read.
ite worship song or occasionally
◗ Pens. Bring a couple of your fa- block out other noises. Enjoy
vorite pens as you’ll be doing a lot the challenge and joy of silence.
of writing.
◗
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Pray. Be preparing yourself spiritually in the week(s) leading up to
the retreat through the practice
of the disciplines you have chosen. You may also want to especially “commit” the retreat and
the bringing of yourself to God
through the following:
◗ Pray “Take my life” or another
meaningful prayer.
◗ Read Scripture
Isaiah 43
Jeremiah 29:1-14
Philippians 1:1-10
Lamentations 3
Psalms (4, 8, 23, 37:23-26, 42, 51:6-12, 69, 84)
◗ Ask God open-ended questions
each day.
❫ What do I need to learn?
❫ What do I need to listen for?
❫ Who do you want me to be?
❫ How do you want to use me
for your Kingdom?

The Retreat Process
While there are many ways to approach and spend time on retreat,
the following process is suggested as a way you might get the
most out of your time and best
prepare for the group discernment process.
Prepare your heart. (30 minutes)
Take time to get your mind and
body comfortable in your space.
Get centered on Christ by emptying your mind of the anxieties and tasks that are in your life.
Name them or write them down
so you no longer need to think
about them. Commit yourself
and this time to God. You may
want to use the suggestions under “pray” above. Read a passage
or two of Scripture. Worship and
acknowledge God. If you have
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a favorite worship song on your
iPod, play it.

are the main themes of your life?
What most excites you? What
are your areas of hurt? What has
Review the questions in the “Per- God blessed? Is there somesonal story questions” section. (30 thing or somewhere to which you
minutes) Read through the differ- sense God calling you? What
ent areas and skim the questions. about God are you most uniquely
Thank God for your life. Spend suited to reveal to others? And
time just listening to God. What how is that meaning in your life
excitement do you feel? What lived out? What are the questions
anxieties come to mind? Spend a that present themselves to you at
few minutes journaling at the end this time?
of your time of silence. Record
only main feelings or thoughts.
Begin a list of questions for your
spiritual discernment group. (30
Read, reflect, listen and journal minutes) You’ll have about 20
about each area of your story. (4 minutes when you meet with
hours; approximately 20-30 min- your group to tell them about
utes/section) Say a prayer for your major findings and ask them
the area before you begin. Thank to join you in seeking God’s guidGod for that element of your life. ance and discernment for major
Read the questions. Write down questions or desires of your heart.
a few initial thoughts or impressions. Some questions will have Rest in God. (30 minutes) Sit.
obvious and immediate answers Worship. Pray. Rest. Let God’s
while others may not. Take some presence sweep over you. End
time to bring these before God with a Psalm or a written prayer.
and listen. Then journal thoughts,
feelings, Scripture, insights and Personal story questions
questions that come to mind. Family of origin
Some sections will go quickly.
❫Who is in your family? What
Others will require more time.
is each member’s relationship to/
impact on you? What is it like
Summarize your story. (2 hours) to be a member of your family?
Skim through your journal notes What is valued and loved? What
of each area of your story. Com- is difficult?
mit it to God and listen. What
❫Where did you grow up?
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What was the culture like? How
did it affect you? What was it like
growing up where you did?
❫What does Christian faith
look like in your family? If there
are Christian traditions, what are
they? What is authentic about
religion in your family? What is
hard about your family’s religion/
faith tradition?
Personality characteristics
The Myers-Briggs Personality Indicator gives indications of your
natural personality tendencies
through the measurement of four
scales.
❫ What were your results?
❫ Where have you seen these in
your life?
❫ How do you see them impacting your future?

Strengths
StrengthsQuest indicates your
top five natural strengths.
❫ What are your top five
strengths?
❫ How have you seen these
manifested?
❫ Which ones particularly excite
you?
Developed talents
❫ What talents have developed
through the years? (athletic,
musical, writing, dance, listening,
leading, etc.)
❫ What developed talent do
you need to evaluate your stewardship of?
Leadership experiences
❫ What is your leadership style
on the Leadership Compass?
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How have you seen that exhibited? When your style is taken to
the extreme, what behaviors have
you seen in yourself?
❫ What have been your leadership experiences (discipleship
group leader, resident assistant,
team captain, etc.)?
❫ What leadership lessons have
you learned?
❫ How/where might you see
yourself leading in the future?

Faith journey
❫ What have been significant
experiences or insights in your
faith journey? (As an aid, perhaps
chart them on a timeline)
❫ During college what changes
have occurred in your theology
and how you live out your faith?
What has remained the same?
❫ How does your faith impact
your life on a daily basis?

Intersection with the world
❫ What role has community
(e.g., fellowship, counsel and input
of others) played in your life?
❫ What needs do you see in the
world?
❫ What do you see God doing
in the world that excites you or
moves you?
❫ What do you feel you have to
offer the world?
❫ What thoughts about your
own life do you have when you
Academic learning
consider Frederick Buechner’s
❫ What are your academic in- definition of calling/vocation:
terests and/or strengths? What “Vocation is the place where your
have you really been excited deep gladness and the world’s
about in your academic career?
deep hunger meet.”
❫ Can you pinpoint why that is?
❫ How important are these areas
to you?
❫ What have been your “ah-ha”
moments in academia?
❫ How called do you believe you
are to the career you’re considering?
Significant activities/events
❫ What personal things have
happened in your life (e.g., pain,
celebration, etc.)?
❫ What cultural, travel or ministry experiences have been significant?
❫ What part have mentoring or
small group relationships had in
your life?
❫ Other?
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Take My Life
Take my life and let it be
consecrated, Lord, to Thee.
Take my moments and my days
let them flow in ceaseless praise.
Take my hands and let them move
at the impulse of Thy love.
Take my feet and let them be
swift and beautiful for Thee.
Take my voice and let me sing
always, only for my King.
Take my lips and let them be
filled with messages from Thee.
Take my silver and my gold
not a mite would I withhold.
Take my intellect and use
every power as You choose.
Take my will and make it Thine
it shall be no longer mine.
Take my heart it is Thine own
it shall be Thy royal throne.
Take my love, my Lord I pour
at Your feet its treasure store
Take myself and I will be
ever, only, all for Thee.
- Words by Frances Havergal
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Chapter 8: Participating in a Spiritual
Discernment Group
Discernment in community
Though we live in an individualistic culture, our lives are lived in
community.

These communities uniquely form us. As we interact

and reflect together, we learn from and validate one another.
Others come alongside us to help us see and hear God in our lives.
Community is a high value for most Christian college students.
Uncountable hours in college are spent desiring and cultivating
significant relationships. There is high interest in bonding together
in residence halls, small groups, coffee shops and road trips to learn
one another’s stories while experiencing the challenge and support
of friendship. There are also many opportunities to explore and
practice faith together through worship, small group Bible studyand
mission. Peers understand and influence one another.
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Inviting others into our lives to
help us discern our calling and
how we are to live life requires us
to take the Holy Spirit seriously.
Discernment isn’t a special
spiritual word. It simply means
to distinguish one thing from
another. As Christians, we invite
the mind of Christ to our decisionmaking rather than our own egos.
Discernment distinguishes if our
thoughts, ideas and plans are
originating with ourselves, Satan
or the Holy Spirit.
On the practical side, Roberta
Rogers in Is That You, Lord,
suggests that thoughts, ideas and
plans should be tested.1 Some
questions to ask when making
decisions:
❫ Is fear lurking somewhere in
this decision?
❫ Am I confused about any
aspect of this?
❫ Is this a “have to” or a “get
to”?
❫ Does it build up or divide the
body of Christ?
❫ Will I feel guilty if I don’t do it?
❫ Does it make sense?
❫ Am I being tempted or
encouraged?
❫ Will it pass the “love” test?
❫ Is the peace of Christ present?

Group details
The third component of this

“Discernment helps a
person understand the
source of a call, to whom
it is directed, its content,
and what response is
appropriate.”
-Gill Farnham and
Ward McLean
Listening Hearts

vocational discernment tool is
a spiritual discernment group.
This community experience
is another dimension to help
equip students for lifelong
vocational (calling) discernment.
Group size: Ideal group size is
three to four students and one
facilitator.
Group members: It is important
that group members feel comfortable with one another before
coming to the group session. If
there is already some familiarity
and level of trust with one another, it will be easier to engage
immediately in the group process.
Members will likely, but not necessarily, be the same gender.
Time commitment: Plan to meet
once for a short introductory
session (30 minutes), one time
for each person in your group (90
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Silently now I wait for thee,
Ready, my God, thy will to see;
Open my eyes, illumine me, Spirit divine!

Sharing by one person (15-20
minutes): One person talks about
any area of her/his life in which
s/he longs to hear from God or
the ways in which s/he is sensing
God’s work in her/his life. This
will involve sharing some of what
was thought, prayed, journaled
and heard during the individual
retreat time. Other group members listen prayerfully through to
the end without interrupting.
minutes per session) and one final
wrap-up session (60 minutes).
Setting: The group should
choose a gathering space that
is quiet and comfortable, where
they will not be disturbed. Try
to have a space where members
can sit closely on chairs in a circle
for the sharing time as well as
room for people to spread out
the chairs or sit on the floor during the individual silent prayer
time. You may wish to have
softer lighting and, if permissible,
use candles as an added symbol of God’s light directing your
paths.

Group meeting process

and explanation of the process
was done at the initial meeting of
the group, the group should be
ready to begin immediately. If
people wish to socialize, add time
to the session or invite people to
come 10 minutes prior to the start
time of the group meeting.
Silence (5 minutes): Gather silently as a time to quiet and unite
your hearts into a common desire
for God and to dedicate the session to God’s purposes. Pray the
words of the 19th century hymn
“Open My Eyes” by Clara H. Scott.
Open my eyes, that I may see
Glimpses of truth thou hast for me;
Place in my hands the wonderful key
That shall unclasp and set me free.

Welcome: Because introductions
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Clarifying questions (5 minutes):
This is a time for listeners to ask
clarifying questions that have
arisen during the sharing or the
silence. This is not yet a time to
share any insights, comments, etc.
Silence (20 minutes): This silence
is a space for God to cut through
biases and typical ways of responding. It is a time to listen to
God on behalf of the presenter.
Listeners thank God for this
person and bring her/him before
God. There is space to listen and
rest. Write down good questions that come to mind. Also,
listen as God brings Scripture or
images to mind for that person.
If strong feelings come to your
mind, ask God to examine them

and take away any bias. Pray
that you are able to discern the
Holy Spirit’s prompting from your
own voice.
Response (30 minutes): This is
a time to share the questions
and comments that have come
up during the silence. We trust
God’s caring love for the presenter, active in silence and in
the words. This trust is honored
when individuals listen to the response of others and move with
the flow of the group rather than
holding on to a personal agenda
for the person.
Questions (15 minutes): Begin
by asking good prayerful questions. These should help the presenter clarify and lead her/him to
God’s direction. Group members
should resist the temptation to
give advice or offer anecdotes
from their own lives. Listen well
as the presenter responds to
these questions.
Scripture, images, feelings (10
minutes): Continue with group
members sharing Scripture, images or feelings that came to
mind during the silence and the
question time. Avoid too much
commentary and interpretation.
Sometimes group members will
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have a “word from the Lord.”
However, in most situations, it
is sufficient to let the questions
and impressions speak for themselves.
Presenter response (5 minutes):
Allow time at the end of the response time for the presenter to
summarize or ask questions of
her/his own. Perhaps new questions or insights have arisen.
Prayer together (5 minutes):
Pray specifically for the presenter, but as time allows, group
members may desire to uphold
one another in prayer. Individuals
should take seriously the responsibility to pray for one another
inside and outside of group time
as they share the desire to hear
the voice of God and experience
transformation. End together

with this prayer by Thomas Merton from Thoughts in Solitude:
“God, we have no idea where we are
going. We do not see the road ahead
of us. We cannot know for certain
where it will end. Nor do we really know
ourselves, and the fact that we think we
are following your will does not mean
that we are actually doing so. But we
believe that the desire to please you
does in fact please you. And we hope
we have that desire in all that we are
doing. We hope that we will never do
anything apart from that desire. And we
know that if we do this you will lead us
by the right road, though we may know
nothing about it. Therefore, we will trust
you always though we may seem to be
lost and in the shadow of death. We will
not fear, for you are ever with us, and
you will never leave us to face our perils
alone.”

Part III

PART IV

Ongoing Vocational Discernment:
a life of listening and obedience


Resources for further study:
Ackerman, John, Formation in Congregations
Farnham, Susanne G.; Gill, Joseph P.; McLean, R. Taylor; Ward, Susan M., Listening Hearts:
Discerning Call in Community
Jenkins, J. Marshall, A Wakeful Faith
Morris, Danny E. and Olsen, Charles M., Discerning God’s Will Together
Rogers, Roberta, Is That You, Lord
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Chapter 9: The Adventure Continues
This spiritual adventure through vocational discernment does not
end here. It is not meant to be a step-by-step process that yields
a final answer. Rather, it resembles a dance that weaves in and out,

Consider living a life of
availability to God. As life’s
responsibilities and routines set
in, practice the disciplines that
keep your heart tuned to God’s
voice. Die to self. Surrender your
job, finances, geography, ego
and relationships to God. Ponder
what encumbers you and what
helps you to be available to God.
Move about freely as God directs.
Hildegard of Bingen, a
fourteenth-century
Christian
mystic, captures the essence of
availability and surrender. She
writes that when her spirit flew,
it was not because of anything
in herself but because God bore
her up. She floated effortlessly,
totally surrendered in perfect
trust—a feather on the breath of
God.
Listening to God and discerning

“. . . a feather on the
breath of God.”
		

-Hildegard of Bingen

God’s call on our lives is ongoing
and lifelong. At times the voice
and direction are clear. Other
times, God seems silent. It has
been said that “sometimes the
voice of God is a whisper and
sometimes God doesn’t finish his
sentences.” However, even when
we have trouble distinguishing
God’s voice or clear direction,
we can be confident that in the
time we spend listening to God,
we are being transformed into the
likeness of Christ. We begin to
see what God sees and hear what
God hears. We confidently live a
life of listening and obedience as
we serve God in the world.

back and forth, and around again. An ongoing process including
spiritual disciplines, personal retreat and group involvement can
continue to cultivate discernment throughout your life and put you
in a position to be a servant leader in your home, neighborhood
and the world.
What will you do with what you know? As you continue on this
journey of life, seeking to hear and serve God, this is the question
to consider. You’ve felt God’s presence and recognized some
things about yourself through this process. Others have given
you valuable encouragement and insight. How will this impact your
future actions? What will you do with what you know?
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